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This thesis demonstrates the standard for the design of an experimental model to be
used for numerical validation purposes. It is proposed that numerical models may be as-
sessed more accurately and directly by validation with a completely described experimental
model, consisting of accurate descriptions of the operating conditions, fluid properties, and
experimental uncertainties. This idea is demonstrated using an experimental model of a
swirling jet at three Reynolds numbers (Re = 550, 2560, and 3650), with vortex breakdown
existing in the higher two Reynolds number cases. Measurements of the swirling jet were
obtained at two locations upstream of the jet exit with the intent to provide the flow profiles
to the numerical model and four downstream locations used to assess the accuracy of the
model. Numerical simulations using the laminar model and k− , k−ω, and k− − ν2− f
turbulence models were used for tubulence closure. Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) and
Reynolds-stress model results were also obtained to demonstrate unsteady numerical solu-
tions. The results of the experimental and numerical models are compared to understand
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Whether in research, design, or development, numerical simulation has become an es-
sential tool in engineering and the other sciences. Numerical modelling allows the user to
study physical situations under ideal circumstances, providing understanding of the under-
lying phenomena in a more efficient manner. Unlike experimental results, solutions to nu-
merical models provide whole field measurements and can be easily modified to understand
the influences of different physical variations. With the constantly improving capabilities
of computational hardware and software, all facets of engineering will utilize numerical
modelling.
Although numerical simulations are designed to solve the governing equations that
model physical behavior, numerical models are not without their weaknesses; errors or bugs
often exist within the software code and specific, simplifying assumptions are imbedded
within the derivation of the governing equations. Numerical simulations are frequently used
in various high-risk settings, such as nuclear power plants, and therefore, the accuracy of
these models is concerned with both the safety and efficiency of the simulation. Verification
and Validation (V&V) has been developed to quantify the level of accuracy within these
numerical simulations.
1.1 Validation
While V&V is an extensive topic, the intent of this thesis is to address the current
weaknesses and requirements in experimental validation, and although the principles dis-
cussed in this thesis may be applied to all numerical models, the primary models of focus
are computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models. Perhaps one of the greatest obstacles for
V&V is the lack of consistent definitions for terms between technical fields. The formal
2definitions of V&V, as defined by the Department of Defense, DoD, will be used within this
thesis. The DoD defines verification and validation as [2, 3]:
Verification: The process of determining that a model implementation accu-
rately represents the developer’s conceptual description of the model and the
solution to the model.
Validation: The process of determining the degree to which a model is an accu-
rate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses
of the model.
By the DoD standards, a numerical model cannot be universally validated. However,
it may be validated for a specific application of the model. Validation of numerical models
pertains primarily to the comparing of numerical results to the physical world or experi-
mental data. One cannot expect experimental results to be perfect, however, as Oberkampf
suggests, “experimental measurements are the most faithful reflections of reality for the
purpose of validation” [4]. Thus, the development of the validation experiment and the
numerical model play equally important roles in the V&V process.
Experimental models used for validation purposes are designed differently than tradi-
tional flow experiments. While traditional experiments are designed for generality, the sole
purpose of a validation experiment is to obtain accurate completely-described measurements
of the physical phenomena and provide these results for comparison with the computational
model. These validation experiments may be broken into four distinct tiers (as shown in
Fig. 1.1): the complete system, subsystem cases, benchmark cases, and unit problems, [1].
The purpose of these four tiers is to progressively decompose the system model into fun-
damental unit problems which can be simply validated. The ideas presented in this thesis
can and should be applied to all validation tiers, but will be most easily implemented for
the two latter tiers.
Researchers at Sandia National Laboratories have developed six validation experiment
guidelines [4]:
3Fig. 1.1: Diagram of the tiers used for validation experiments [1].
41. The validation experiment should be jointly designed by experimentalists and code
developers/users.
2. The validation experiment should contain all relevant physics within it, including
boundary, initial and inlet conditions required by the code.
3. The validation experiment should emphasize the synergism between experimental and
computational approaches.
4. The experimental and computational results should be obtained independently.
5. The hierarchy of computational difficulty should be specified.
6. The validation experiment should be designed to accurately estimate the bias and
precision uncertainties.
It is proposed that validation experiments should not only adhere to these six guidelines,
but should also be designed for the ease of computer modeling. This may be achieved by
designing a completely-described experiment. It is suggested that a completely-described
experiment is more than just an extension to guideline 2. A completely-described experi-
ment implies that the experimental model is designed to be simple and easily implemented
into a numerical model yet also provide all required experimental conditions to the numerical
model, such as model geometries, fluid properties, and inlet conditions.
The concept of validation-level experiments and datasets, in which experiments are
designed to provide the required level of quality, detail, and documentation, is introduced by
Lee [5]. With this concept, experiments should use non-invasive, high precisions instruments
as well as carefully documented and detailed measurements of the boundary and initial
conditions and as-built geometry of the experiment. Accurate numerical results may be
attained by providing these validation-level conditions and geometries to the numerical
model.
Before designing an experimental validation experiment, the software requirements,
strengths, and limitations for conditions and geometries must be understood by both the
5experimentalist and the numerical analyst. Both must realize the limitations of the exper-
imental model as well as the numerical model. Oberkampf [1] states:
The most common reason that published experimental data can be of only lim-
ited use in the validation of CFD codes is that insufficient detail is given in
the documentation of the experiment concerning physical modeling parameters,
initial conditions, and boundary conditions.
1.2 The Completely Described Experiment
As noted by Hills [6], one source of validation uncertainty originates from uncertainty
between the numerical and experimental model parameters: fluid properties, geometries,
and initial and boundary conditions. Some parameters are more easily modelled by the
numerical simulation, and therefore, should be preferred over others. Designing to these
preferred parameters requires a firm understanding of the numerical model’s requirements,
strengths, and limitations and is essential in designing a completely-described experiment.
By designing a completely-described experiment, the uncertainties caused by experimental
and numerical model differences can be decreased and experimental and numerical results
may be compared more directly. The completely-described experiment should have little or
no ambiguity in the conditions and results.
As increasingly accurate experimental model conditions are provided to the numerical
model, the accuracy of the simulation results should also increase. It is suggested that these
required conditions be seperated into two distinct groups: prescribed and measured.
Prescribed conditions are conditions the experimental model designers of the system
can easily control such as geometries and boundary conditions. The experimental model
can be designed and built to accurately meet these prescribed conditions. As mentioned
earlier, these conditions should be designed to be compatible with and according to the
strengths of the computational software.
Although prescribed conditions are easily and accurately defined, other required con-
ditions, such as inlet flow profiles, temperature distributions, and turbulent kinetic energy
6distributions, are less accurately controlled. These conditions are classified as measured
conditions. With present numerical simulations, measured conditions are often assumed
to be uniform and are provided to the software as such. The lack of an accurate descrip-
tion of the measured conditions in the experimental model will yield large uncertainties
in the numerical model. To decrease validation uncertainty, an experiment designed to
be completely-described should provide methods to measure and accurately define these
measured conditions for the simulation model.
To limit the ambiguity within a validation experiment, the following standards have
been defined for a completely described experiment:
1. The experiment should follow the six validation guidelines provided by Oberkampf [4].
2. All geometry and flow conditions are defined as either prescribed, measured, or irrel-
evant.
3. All fluid properties are provided.
4. All experimental uncertainties are provided.
While the importance of accurately defining the conditions required by the code has
always been understood, there has been very little discussion on how to improve the accu-
racy of these conditions for a validation experiment. By designing a completely-described
experimental model and classifying these conditions as prescribed and measured conditions,
a more accurately validated numerical model may be designed. The numerical simulation
will not only be more accurate, but will also be simpler and more efficient to model. As
a means to demonstrate the idea of a completely-described experiment with defined pre-
scribed and measured conditions, the example of an experimental and numerical model of
a swirling jet will be presented.
1.3 Swirling Flow
Swirling flows are commonly designated by an axial flow accompanied by a consis-
tent mean circumferential velocity component. Several examples of swirling flows exist in
7technology and nature, and the increased knowlege of swirling flows can be applied to the
understanding of this type of flow. Perhaps the most familiar example of swirling flows is
that of tornadoes. Although the the dynamics of a tornado are still not well understood,
the study of swirling jets has provided information on the instabilities within the tornado.
Other examples of observed swirling flow and industrial swirling flow uses are, delta-wing
vortices, rotating cavities, turbulence, combustion processes, enhanced mixing, and cyclone
seperators.
The parameters characterizing swirling flow are found in the non-dimensionalization of
the vorticity equation, given as,
∂ω
∂t
+ (v · ∇)ω = ν∆ω + (ω · ∇) v, (1.1)
where v denotes the velocity field, ω = ∇×v is the vorticity field, and the kinematic viscosity
is given by ν. Characterizing equation 1.1 with the reference values Ω, for vorticity, U , as
the axial velocity, 2R as the length scale, and 1/Ω for the time scale, the non-dimensional





















with the swirl parameter (sometimes referred to as the Rossby number) being defined as,
G = 2ΩRU , the Reynolds number as, Re =
2UR
ν , and non-dimensional terms being denoted
by the “ˆ” symbol.
In previous work, the swirl intensity within the flow has been defined several different











2 + ρ〈u′2〉+ (p− p∞)) r dr dθ
(1.3)
where 〈〉 is the averaging operator, ρ denotes the density of the fluid, the pressure is shown
as p, and ′ represents velocity fluctuations. The velocity fluctuations and pressures are
8typically difficult to measure in the experimental facility, so several simplified swirl intensity
definitions are often used.
One such definition is the swirl parameter, G [7], as given earlier. The ratio of the
circumferential velocity, Vθ, at the half-radius to the axial velocity, Vz, at the centerline has





Another parameter often used to quantify the amount of swirl is the ratio of the inertial
to coriolis forces, or Rossby number, Ro. The Rossby is typically used to characterize geo-
physical flows, however, it can also be applied to swirling flows. The definition of the Rossby





where r∗ denotes the radius at which the circumferential velocity, Vθ, is a maximum and Vz







A feature common among swirling flows is vortex breakdown, often experienced at
critical swirl parameters. Vortex breakdown was first observed in 1957 when Peckham
and Atkinson [10] noticed that vortices shed at high angles of attack from delta wings
would “bell out” then dissipate several core diameters downstream. Since its discovery,
theories describing the dynamics of vortex breakdown generally fall within four categories, as
classified by Shtern [11]: 1) collapse of near-axis boundary layer, 2) internal flow seperation,
3) inertial wave roll-up, and 4) hydrodynamic instability. Of the several theories, vortex
breakdown breakdown is frequently characterized by the existance of a stagnation point
within the flow. This stagnation point creates a drop in pressure within the core, causing
9internal flow seperation and generating a recirculation region downstream of the stagnation
region [11].
Two vortex breakdown regimes, spiral and bubble type, have been well documented.
The bubble type breakdown is characterized by a stagnation point on the axis of the flow
immediately followed by a recirculation “bubble” with a cone opening near 30◦. The swirling
flow directly following the recirculation bubble contracts back on itself at the axis. Similarly,
the spiral type regime consists of a recirculation zone directly following a stagnation point;
this stagnation point however, is off-axis and revolves around the vortex axis [8]. Billant
has also identified a conical sheet type breakdown, along with two axsymmetric alterations
of the bubble and conical sheet type regimes. The axisymmetric conical sheet regime is
strikingly similar to the bubble type regime, except that the conical regime does not have
a contraction within the flow after the stagnation region and the cone opening at the
stagnation point is approximately 90◦.
Analytical solutions for swirling flows suggest the solution contains fold catastrophes
and that multiple vortex breakdown regimes may coexist under the same control param-
eters [11]. Experimental data has also supported this notion as multiple regimes occur
simultaneously or oscillate between two regimes. Lambourne [12] also presents a photo-
graph demonstrating the bistability of vortex breakdown, by displaying both a spiral and
bubble type breakdown for the same imposed flow conditions. During the experimental
work of Billant [8], it was noted that the cone and bubble regimes were bistable under
similar operating conditions. In fact, within a 10 minute interval, both the cone and bubble
regimes were observed for the same conditions. Billant has also demonstrated that the
type of vortex breakdown characterized in a swirling jet is strongly influenced by small
temperature gradients on the order of 0.1◦C.
1.3.2 Swirling Jets
Recent work on submerged swirling jets have provided insights into the breakdown
and dynamics of swirling flows. Consistent with vortex breakdown theories, breakdown
within a swirling jet is dependant on the swirl within the flow. Spall and Gatski [9] note
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that swirling flow with an inverse swirl number, Rossby number, less than Roc = 0.65
will breakdown. Other experimental work also supports the theory that a swirling jet will
experience vortex breakdown at a critical swirl value. Using equation 1.4 above, Billant et
al. [8] have determined this critical swirl number to be Sc = 1.3 which agrees well with the
Roc = 0.65 proposed by Spall.
Work has also been done on the specific dynamics of swirling jets. It has been shown
that as the swirling jet progresses downstream, the axial swirl number remains constant until
vortex breakdown [8]. The precessing vortex core of a swirling jet has also been documented
by Martinelli [7], and has been shown that the size of the precession regime is independant
of Re, while being dependent on the swirl parameter, G. Martinelli also noted that the
true turbulence within the swirling jet was found to be independent of G. Loiseleux [13]
and Gallaire et al. [14] have both studied the different wave number modes present within
swirling jets for both forced and unforced situations, and have provided images of these
coherent structures. These modes and structures were found to be extremely sensitive
to the experimental set-up, encouraging the accurate description of initial and boundary




The purpose of this thesis is to address a few of the weaknesses existing in current
numerical model validation techniques and to present the idea of a completely-described
validation experiment, demonstrated using a swirling jet as a test case. The failings ad-
dressed in this thesis for current validation techniques include:
• inadequately defined experimental operating conditions and geometries,
• overly complicated experimental model designs,
• and undetermined uncertainty from model differences.
Although recommendations and guidelines for designing validation experiments have
been discussed, very little attention has been focused on how to design a completely-
described experiment to accommodate the numerical model. A completely-described ex-
periment is adapted to the numerical model in two ways:
1. simplifying the computational modeling process by designing the prescribed conditions
(geometry and boundary) within the validation experiment to the strengths of the
numerical model and
2. reducing or even eliminating any uncertainty caused by model differences and inade-
quately described measured and prescribed conditions (operating and boundary).
The design and results for both the experimental and numerical swirling jet models are
presented to demonstrate the idea of a completely-described experiment. The completely-
described experimental results are compared to results obtained through assumed (less than
completely-described) flow profiles to understand these effects on numerical results. The
work required to demonstrate this idea may be classified into four sections: experimental
model, numerical model, experimental results, and numerical results.
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Chapter 3
Experimental and Numerical Models
3.1 Experimental Facility and Model
3.1.1 MIR Facility
Velocity field measurements were made in the Matched Index of Refraction (MIR)
closed-loop flow system located at Idaho National Laboratory. Stoots et al. [15], presented
a detailed review of this facility, shown in Fig. 3.1. The facility consists of a stainless steel
closed-flow loop, with three polycarbonate/ glass test sections. The working fluid for this
facility is light mineral oil, circulated (clockwise in Fig. 3.1) by an axial pump powered
by a 75-hp variable speed electric motor that can provide a maximum volumetric flow
rate of approximately 0.6m3/s through the test section. The test section includes three
chambers constructed of polycarbonate supported by a stainless steel frame. Both sides of
each chamber in the test section are equipped with glass window inserts to accommodate
high quality optical measurements, such as LDV or PIV.
The MIR facility, is designed to provide highly-accurate optical flow measurements by
eliminating measurement issues from unmatched indices of refraction. To minimize light
refraction, the temperature of the model, facility, and oil are maintained at the index-
matching temperature of T = 23.3◦C. The mineral oil is circulated around the MIR facility
to maintain the temperature of the external surfaces of the model and facility. The tem-
perature control loop can maintain the primary loop temperature within ±0.05◦C of the
matching temperature. An auxiliary flow loop, shown in the upper left corner of Fig. 3.1,
provides mineral oil to the model. This auxiliary loop uses a temperature-control system
similar to the primary loop. At the matching temperature, the density and viscosity of the
fluid were calculated to be 831.1 kg
m3
























The experimental model is constructed from quartz, which matches the index of re-
fraction of the oil. The model, shown in Fig. 3.2, consists of a D = 12.7 mm diameter jet
discharging (left to right in 3.2) from a square sharp-edged nozzle into a 25D diameter and
77D length, axisymmetric, tube. This tube provided axisymmetric boundary conditions for
the ease of modeling. The jet exit is formed by an axisymmetric flat plate with a diameter
of 24D. To maintain matched temperatures within the model, the MIR facility’s primary,
temperature, and auxiliary loops operate during experimental down-time. The gap between
the exit plane and the tube allows mineral oil to circulate through during this time. During
the image acquisition process, however, the primary flow loop is shut down to generate a
stagnate free stream. In this manner, uniform fluid properties inside the test section are
ensured during the measurements.
The swirling flow is generated upstream of the jet exit using the swirl generator shown
in Fig. 3.3. The swirl generator was designed to yield a swirl number capable of vortex
breakdown at the exit and was inserted directly into the tube 5 diameters upstream of the jet
exit. It was manufactured using a plastic printer, and the varying surface roughnesses caused
the flow profiles at the exit to be nonuniform. In keeping with the philosophy proposed for
completely-described experiments, rather than attempting to control the symmetric profiles,
the inflow will be measured instead and used in the numerical simulations.
The flow field was obtained using Stereo Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV). The SPIV
system, shown in Fig. 3.4, consists of two 14-bit ImagerPro Plus digital cameras (note that
a different camera is shown in the figure) and a dual cavity Nd-Yag laser from Big Sky
Laser. The system was controlled with DaVis 7.1 software from LaVision [17]. The PIV
system cameras were mounted on a 3-directional traverse system. The cameras could be
positioned and repositioned to within 2µm. The laser could also be positioned in the flow
direction within 5µm accuracy using a stepping motor. The laser was positioned below the
MIR facility and experimental model and had a 2mm-thick laser sheet at the jet exit. The
flow field was tracked in the plane of the laser by neutrally-bouyant silver-coated hollow
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Fig. 3.2: Diagram of the quartz swirling jet model. Flow is from left to right.
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Fig. 3.3: Photo of the swirl generator.
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glass spheres with a diameter of 10 µm.
To reduce aberrations in the camera images, two oil-filled prisms, which are visible in
the figure, were positioned on the glass viewing window of the MIR facility. These prisms
were designed with viewing windows angled at 41◦ and 48◦ from the laser sheet (these angles
are not identical because the tube that forms the domain does not sit in the center of the
MIR test section). The cameras were placed perpendicular to the prism viewing windows
and aligned with the laser sheet and jet cross-section.
Stereo PIV measurements were obtained at six cross-sectional locations of the swirling
jet (z = −0.5D, 0D, 0.25D, 0.5D, 1.0D, and 1.5D) for three Reynolds numbers: Re
= 3650, 2560, and 550. Measurements obtained at z = −0.5D and 0D will be referred to as
upstream locations while z = 0.25D, 0.5D, 1.0D, and 1.5D are referred to as downstream
measurements. For Re = 3650 and 2560, N = 700 images were acquired at an average rate
of f = 7 Hz. For the lowest Reynolds number, N = 680 images were acquired at a frequency
of f = 15 Hz. The resolution for the upstream and downstream measurements were 37.7
and 36.2 µm/pixel respectively. The measurements at the upstream locations were used to
obtain the inlet time-averaged velocity and fluctuation profiles, while measurements at the
four remaining downstream locations were used to assess the numerical results.
3.2 Numerical Model
A numerical model designed to match the experimental model as accurately as pos-
sible was generated using the FLUENT mesh generation software, GAMBIT. The inlet
velocity, TKE, and Reynolds-stress profiles of the jet were obtained from the experimental
measurements, and applied to the inlet face using a FLUENT profile file. The steady, three-
dimensional Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations of the swirling jet were solved us-
ing the general purpose CFD code FLUENT [18]. A second-order upwind method was
used for interpolation of variables to cell faces for the convective terms. Diffusive terms
were discretized using second-order central differencing. Pressure-velocity coupling was
achieved using the SIMPLEC method. Iterative convergence was achieved when the nor-
malized residuals of all discretized transport equations were decreased by at least 5 orders
18
Fig. 3.4: Swirling jet model in the MIR facility. The cameras view the model through
prisms mounted to the tunnel walls to reduce spherical aberrations. The laser sheet entered
the test section from below and was parallel to the jet exit plane. The tube forming the
axisymmetric boundary condition can be seen in the middle of the test section.
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of magnitude.
A one equation laminar, two-equation realizable k −  [19], standard k − ω [20], four-
equation k −  − v2 − f model [21] (herein referred to as v2 − f) turbulence models were
utilized for turbulence closure on the steady case. In all cases the models were integrated
directly to the wall; that is, no wall functions were used. For the realizable k −  model, a
two-layer approach was employed. In particular, the one-equation model of Wolfshtein [22]
was employed in the near-wall, viscosity dominated region defined by the turbulent viscosity,
µt, and the turbulent Reynolds number, Rey. Outside this region, the realizable k− model
was employed. The k − ω and v2 − f models may both be integrated directly to the wall
without modification.
Both the Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) [23] and a seven-equation Reynolds-stress
[20] models were utilized to obtain a transient solution of the experimental model. The
DES model is a hybrid model in which in the near-wall regions, the SST k − ω model with
low-Reynolds number corrections was used. The solutions for both models were calculated
for at least 4000 time-steps of 0.0005s and the solution from the k − ω and Reynolds-
stress models were used as an initial solution at startup for the DES and Reynolds-stress
models respectively. Thirty iterations were performed for each time-step and the solution
was converged within five orders of magnitude for each time step. The axial velocity at
z = 0.5D on the x and y origin and velocity components located on the y − z plane,
z = 0.25D, 0.5D, 1.0D, and 1.5D planes were written every time-step and 25 time-steps
respectively for data analysis.
An example of the numerical model’s geometry and mesh appears in Fig. 3.5. Two
wall regions are included in the numerical model: the outer lateral boundary located at
the largest radius of the mesh and the region on the z = 0 plane between the small inner
mesh denoted as “inlet” and the larger outer annulus. These wall regions are excluded from
Fig. 3.5 to improve visibility. The swirling flow enters the domain through the circular
region marked “inlet,” of diameter D. The outer annular ring at z = 0 (with inner and
outer radii of 24D and 25D) is a constant pressure boundary condition through which fluid
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may enter or leave the domain. The exit plane at z = 20D is also specified as a constant
pressure boundary.
Each model was applied to three meshes to determine grid convergence: a coarse mesh
(1, 008, 000 cells), a refined mesh (≈ 1,800,000 cells), and a twice refined mesh (≈ 2,700,000
cells) with the refined meshes refined at the cells with large strain-rate gradients. The
majority of the flow was concentrated near the velocity inlet, requiring a refinement of cells
near the center of the cylinder. The inlet region of the coarse mesh is discretized using 2000
faces, oriented symmetrically about the axis and concentrated toward the centerline of the
jet. To reduce aspect ratios near the center of the mesh, a square grid (depicted in Fig. 3.6
was generated at the center of the velocity inlet. Inlet flow field profiles such as velocity,
turbulent kinetic energy, and Reynolds stresses were interpolated to the inlet face centers.
To understand the importance of inlet conditions, a completely-described asymmet-
ric profile and less-than completely-described symmetric profile case were both modeled.
Symmetrically averaged velocity, TKE, and Reynolds Stress profiles were calculated by cir-
cumferentially averaging the asymmetric profiles at each radial location. The asymmetric
and symmetric axial and circumferential velocity profiles along with Reynolds stress and
turbulent kinetic energy profiles were interpolated to the face centers at the inlet region.
These measured conditions are shown and discussed further in Section 4.1.1.
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Fig. 3.5: Computation geometry and mesh.
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The two primary sources of uncertainty in these measurements are the precision un-
certainty and the velocity resolution. The precision uncertainty is a function of the velocity





where σ is the standard deviation of the sample (equal to the rms velocity) and z = 1.96
for a 95% confidence interval. Using these definitions, the precision uncertainty at the jet
exit is calculated and provided in Table 4.1.
According to Raffel [24], a bias uncertainty due to shear within the flow is inherent
to PIV. In this model, this shear bias is the dominant uncertainty and has a magnitude of
0.2 pixels. An uncertainty of 0.1 pixels was introduced by the PIV software’s capability to
resolve sub-pixel displacement. Uncertainties arising from non-uniform model temperatures
and timing within the PIV system are several orders of magnitude smaller than the previ-
ously mentioned uncertainties. The precision and bias uncertainty are combined through
the root-mean-square to find the total uncertainty is calculated as shown in Table 4.1. The
uncertainty on the Reynolds number of the three jets are all near 5% of the bulk velocity:
Re = 3650± 200, 2560± 150, and 550± 30.
Uncertainty magnitude varied spatially for each measured interrogation region calcu-
lated by the PIV software; The variations in bias uncertainty were generated from non-
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Table 4.1: Uncertainties of the Experimental Results for the Mean Velocities
Reynolds Number Precision Bias Total
3650 0.02% 5.2% 5.2%
2560 0.19% 5.3% 5.3%
550 0.12% 4.8% 4.8%
uniform regions of shear and variations in the particle-displacement at each interrogation
region. Due to the current inability to accurately predict these variations at each location,
the maximum value for each bias uncertainty contributor was applied to each vector spa-
tially. Varying spatial velocity fluctuations within the measured regions also introduced
non-uniform precision uncertainty; the spatial variations of precision uncertainty were cal-
culated for each interrogation region. The combination of both the bias and precision
uncertainties introduced spatially-varying uncertainty fields at all measurement locations;
however, the maximum uncertainty for each experimental case was calculated to be within
7% of the bulk velocity.
Taylor [25] demonstrates a method to calculate the relative precision uncertainty of
the standard deviation Purms (equal to the normal Reynolds stresses) which depends only
on the number of samples:
Purms = (2 ∗ (N − 1))−1/2. (4.2)
Using this expression, the precision uncertainty of the normal Reynolds stresses is 5.5%.
4.1.2 Inlet Conditions
While jet profile measurements obtained upstream of the jet exit would be optimal for
CFD models, a full description of the flow profile could not be obtained due to inconsistencies
in the indices-of-refraction at the surfaces of the ground parts. Profiles were obtained only at
regions away from the nozzle wall at the upstream location of z = −0.5D. Full descriptions
of the flow fields at the jet exit (z = 0D) could be obtained and were used to obtain
the inlet time-averaged velocity and fluctuation profiles, while the upstream measurements
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at z = −0.5D were obtained to verify that the flow did not change substantially as it
approached the exit. Centerline velocities at z = −0.5D and z = 0D were then compared
to authenticate the full profiles calculated at the z = 0D location. The velocities at both
locations upstream agree within ±5%.
Vector fields of the SPIV measurements were processed with three passes of an initial
32 × 32 pixel interrogation region, followed by five passes with an interrogation region of
16×16 pixels using Davis 7.1 [17]. All interrogation regions were weighted using a spherical
gaussian weighting function. Vector fields were originally processed using 64×64 to 32×32
interrogation regions; however, due to large quantities of shear within the flow, superior
results were obtained using the 32×32 to 16×16 interrogation region scheme and spherical
weighting function.
Following the raw data processing, vector post-processing was applied to each instanta-
neous vector field. Vectors with pixel displacement components outside a predefined range
or with a group of five or less similar vectors were removed from the vector field. The mea-
sure of correlation strength at each vector location was obtained by comparing the ratio of
the two tallest correlation peaks, Q. Vectors with weak correlation strength (low Q) were
removed from the data. A median filter with iterative replacement was applied to each
vector and its neighboring vectors to obtain more accurate vector fields.
Determination of whether the flow at the jet exit was steady or unsteady was accom-
plished by observing video of the measured vector fields at the jet exit. Frames for the Re
= 550 and 3650 cases are shown in Appendix A. Histograms of the temporal variation in
axial velocity were also plotted to see the variation within the axial velocity at point-wise
and spatially-averaged locations for all Reynolds number cases. The point-wise temporal
variations were obtained at the point locations of r = 0.0D and r = 0.5D on the x-axis
(Fig. 4.1). Little variation in the axial velocity is seen at these point-wise locations. The
spatially-averaged data was obtained by spatially-averaging the axial velocity along the y-
axis at x = 0.0D (Fig. 4.2). This data was used as a method to determine if the flow rate of
the jet was steady. Both histograms maintain fairly normal distributions and the variations
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at each location (Fig. 4.3-4.4) may be accounted as random fluctuations (i.e. turbulent
fluctuations). For each case, the standard deviation of the fluctuations within the axial
velocity at local points were maintained below σ ≤ 11%, while the y-axis variations were
held below σ ≤ 4.5%. This generates confidence in assuming the jet velocities and flow
rates are steady.
The instantaneous post-processed vector fields were combined to calculate time-averaged
velocity, rms, Reynolds stresses, and TKE profiles. The Reynolds stresses and TKE were
calculated from the velocity fluctuations between each instantaneous measurement where
the velocity fluctuations are defined as
v′ = v − v¯, (4.3)
where v is the instantaneous velocity measurement and v¯ denotes the average velocity.
Reynolds stresses measure the interaction and direction of the velocity fluctuations and
therefore at each velocity vector, six Reynolds stresses exist: Vxx, Vyy, Vzz, Vxy, Vxz, and









with the subscripts, i and j denoting the Reynolds stress component e.g. x, y, or z.
The turbulent kinetic energy, or TKE, measures the scalar magnitude of the turbulence




(v′xv′x + v′yv′y + v′zv′z). (4.5)
The time averaged data was then processed using code developed in fortran (given in
Appendix C and depicted in Fig. 4.5), to calculate the jet center, filter vector noise, define
wall boundaries, write flow profile data files for Fluent, and calculate jet exit properties
such as bulk velocity, Rossby number, Reynolds number, and velocity uncertainty.
The algorithm applied to determine the jet center for each Reynolds case in the x plane
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Fig. 4.1: Locations (r = 0.0D and 0.5D on the x-axis at which spatial point-wise data was
obtained to determine temporal steadiness of the axial velocity of the jet at z = 0.0D.
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Fig. 4.2: Locations (y-axis) at which spatially-averaged data was obtained to determine
temporal steadiness of the flow rate of the jet at z = 0.0D.
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Fig. 4.3: Histograms of the local axial velocities at two locations, r = 0.0D and 0.5D at
x = 0.0D, for the Re = 550 (top) and 3650 (bottom) cases.
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Fig. 4.4: Histograms of the axial velocity spatially-averaged along the y-axis at x = 0.0D
for the Re = 550 (top) and 3650 (bottom) cases.
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is outlined; as both the x and y planes use the same algorithm, the jet center in the y plane
is calculated in a similar manner. Initially, the outer edges of the jet at each y location were
calculated in the x plane; jet outer edges were defined as locations at which the velocity
gradient exceeded a predetermined value. At each y location, both a right and left edge
existed on the axial velocity profile: edge location 1 and edge location 2 respectively; the
center of these two edge locations were designated as the jet center for that velocity profile
at that y location. To obtain a more accurate estimate of the center, the center in the x
plane was obtained by finding the average center for each y location in the x plane. Multiple
values for the maximum velocity gradient were used; however, the variations of the jet center
in the x plane were insignificant and the center of the jet was determined with an accuracy
of ±0.23mm.
Spurious colorations within the vector measurement generated radial velocities at the
jet exit; to conserve mass within a pipe the net radial velocity should be zero. The radial
velocities at the jet exit were small and on the order of the velocity uncertainty; however, to
provide the numerical model with accurate flow fields at the jet exit, these radial velocities
were set to zero. Only velocity components within the jet radius were provided to the
numerical model as inlet profiles and any vector outside this region was removed. The
measured inlet profiles at the nozzle exit of the stream-wise and circumferential component
of velocity are shown in Fig. 4.6-4.7, respectively.
The Rossby and Reynolds and numbers were calculated from the bulk axial and cir-





These values with their respective cases are given in Table 4.2. According to Martinelli [7]
vortex breakdown within the jets should be independant of Reynolds number and dependant
on the swirl parameter only. Critical Rossby values are present in the two largest Reynolds
number jets (Re = 3650 and 2560), theoretically resulting in vortex breakdown.





























































Fig. 4.6: The measured axial velocity profiles at the exit plane for Re = a) 3650, b) 2650,
and c) 550, respectively.
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Fig. 4.7: The measured circumferential velocity profiles at the exit plane for Re = a) 3650,
b) 2650, and c) 550, respectively.
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Table 4.2: The Calculated Flow Parameters Based on the Velocity Profiles at the Exit Plane
and Whether the Case Should Theoretically Result in Vortex Breakdown
Case Reynolds Number Rossby Number Theoretical Breakdown
1 3650 0.63 BREAKDOWN
2 2560 0.59 BREAKDOWN
3 550 0.76 NO BREAKDOWN
the exit measurements could be used to compute the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) and
Reynolds stress profiles. The TKE profiles used in the numerical simulation, shown in
Fig. 4.8, are greatest near the wall of the tube and smallest at the jet center.
To understand the effects of the completely-described asymmetrical profiles, an as-
sumed symmetrical profile simulation was conducted for each Reynolds number. The sym-
metrical axial and circumferential velocity profiles (Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 respectively) were
obtained by circumferentially averaging the velocities at similar radii. The average TKE
was calculated in a similar fashion.
4.1.3 Downstream Measurements
Measurements at the four remaining downstream locations were obtained to assess the
numerical results. The mean flow field was calculated from the measurements acquired
at each location downstream. The laser sheet for these downstream measurements was
advanced along the nozzle exit axis and remained perpendicular to the nozzle exit; however,
due to the swirl generator induced asymmetries, the jet centerline may have deviated from
the nozzle and measurement axis.
The SPIV processing and post-processing parameters were the same for the downstream
measurements as those described in Section 4.1.1; however, the algorithm (Appendix D) to
calculate the jet center varied slightly. As will be discussed later, the downstream modes of
these jets were not axisymmetric, and therefore, the jet edge is not sufficient to calculate
the jet center. Although the edges of the jets were greatly influenced by these multi-mode
structures they had little influence on the inner core of the jet. In a similar manner as the
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Fig. 4.8: The measured turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) profiles at the exit plane for Re
= 3650, 2650, and 550, respectively.
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Fig. 4.9: The symmetric time-averaged axial velocity profiles located at the exit plane.
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Fig. 4.10: The symmetric time-averaged circumferential velocity profiles located at the exit
plane.
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jet exit centering algorithm the edge of the inner core was located by sampling the velocity
gradient on each axial velocity profile within the vector field. The centers of these edges were
used to determine the center of the jet. This method of finding the jet center assumed the
core of the jet was aligned with the radial and circumferential origin removing any existing
off-axis motion(i.e. spiral -type vortex breakdown). Using the raw DaVis post-processed
vector fields, it was determined spiral-type breakdown was not present, and any off-axis
motion due to laser misalignment was negligible. Other than jet centering, no other data
alterations were performed on the downstream measurements.
Insight into the evolution of these swirling jets were found through these mean velocity
fields provided in Fig. 4.11 - 4.19. The results for the two larger Reynolds values are very
similar indicating insensitivity to Reynolds number during vortex breakdown. As the jets
proceeded downstream of the exit plane, the flow profiles evolved from circular to triangular
with three rotating lobes. These lobes rotate spatially downstream of the exit at similar
rates for each Reynolds number. Similar structure was also found in a few of the numerical
models and other experimental work [14]. Also note that the experimental results make it
clear that the Re = 3650 and 2560 cases have broken down, as evidenced by the negative
velocity (or flow reversal) on the centerline, while the low Reynolds number case has not.
Although at the lower Reynolds number (Re = 550) the flow is laminar within the pipe,
upon exitting at the nozzle, the swirling jet rapidly transitions to turbulence, as evidenced
by the TKE profiles at downstream locations, shown in Fig. 4.20.
4.2 Numerical Results
4.2.1 Spatial and Temporal Grid Convergence
Numerical solutions using the asymmetric and symmetric prescribed and measured
conditions were calculated to determine the influence and importance of the exit conditions.
The k− , k− ω, v2 − f , Reynolds-stress, and DES turbulence models have been employed
for turbulence closure. The laminar model was also applied to the low Reynolds number
case. Converged solutions using the Boussinesq models (k − , k − ω, and the v2 − f) were
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Fig. 4.11: The downstream axial velocity profiles for Re = 3650 at a) 0.25D, b) 0.5D, c)
1.0D, and d) 1.5D, respectively.
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Fig. 4.12: The downstream radial velocity profiles for Re = 3650 at a) 0.25D, b) 0.5D, c)
1.0D, and d) 1.5D, respectively.
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Fig. 4.13: The downstream circumferential velocity profiles for Re = 3650 at a) 0.25D, b)
0.5D, c) 1.0D, and d) 1.5D, respectively.
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Fig. 4.14: The downstream axial velocity profiles for Re = 2650 at a) 0.25D, b) 0.5D, c)
1.0D, and d) 1.5D, respectively.
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Fig. 4.15: The downstream radial velocity profiles for Re = 2650 at a) 0.25D, b) 0.5D, c)
1.0D, and d) 1.5D, respectively.
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Fig. 4.16: The downstream circumferential velocity profiles for Re = 2650 at a) 0.25D, b)
0.5D, c) 1.0D, and d) 1.5D, respectively.
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Fig. 4.17: The downstream axial velocity profiles for Re = 550 at a) 0.25D, b) 0.5D, and
c) 1.0D, respectively.
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Fig. 4.18: The downstream radial velocity profiles for Re = 550 at a) 0.25D, b) 0.5D, and
c) 1.0D, respectively.
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Fig. 4.19: The downstream circumferential velocity profiles for Re = 550 at a) 0.25D, b)
0.5D, and c) 1.0D, respectively.
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Fig. 4.20: The downstream turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) profiles for Re = 550 at a)
0.25D, b) 0.5D, and c) 1.0D, respectively.
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obtained on meshes much coarser than 1,008,000 cells; however the much coarser, coarse
(1,008,000), refined (≈ 1,800,000), and twice-refined (≈ 2,700,000) solutions did not predict
flow reversal or vortex breakdown within the flow.
The coarse, refined, and twice-refined grids were applied to each model and used to
determine grid convergence of the solutions obtained. The centerline velocity along the axial
axis of the jet was used to compare the solutions on each grid (k −  and k − ω models are
shown in Fig. 4.21 and 4.22 respectively); each model predicted similar solutions along the
centerline and demonstrated asymptotic convergence. Results for all models are discussed
for the coarse (1,008,000 cells) only.
Determination of a steady solution among the transient calculations (Reynolds-stress
and DES) was accomplished by observing the temporal evolution of the axial velocity at
z = 0.5D along the centerline of the jet. The temporal convergence for the high Reynolds
number case (Fig. 4.40) is provided as an example. Dimensionless time for the transient
solutions is defined as, T = t/(D/Vz). A steady solution for the transient Reynolds-stress
and DES models are obtained at nearly T ≥ 25 and T ≥ 100 for the Re = 3650 case.
Oscillations from vortical shedding are predicted by both DES solutions, yet are not seen
in the Reynolds-stress solutions. Solutions for both the DES and Reynolds-stress models
are presented for the steady solution regime.
4.2.2 Steady Results
Computational results for Re = 3650, 2560, and 550 are first presented for the asym-
metric and symmetric inlet profile steady calculations: k − , k − ω, v2 − f , and laminar
models. Results for Re = 2560 follow similar trends as the Re = 3650 results and are dis-
cussed with the higher Reynolds number case. Contours of the axial velocity component at
Re = 3650 based on the k− , k−ω, and v2− f simulations in a y− z plane located at the
center of the vortex, (x = 0) for the asymmetric and symmetric cases are shown in Fig. 4.24
- 4.26. Results to these three models do not predict the region of vortex breakdown found in
the experimental data. However, both the k−  and v2 − f models predict off-axis motion.
The motion seen in the k −  simulation is caused by the bulk of the fluid moving off-axis;
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Fig. 4.21: The axial velocity along the centerline for all k−  models used to determine grid
convergence.
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Fig. 4.22: The axial velocity along the centerline for all k − ω models used to determine
grid convergence.
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Fig. 4.23: The temporal convergence of the axial velocity, vz, at z = 0.5D plotted through
dimensionless time (t/(D/Vz)) for the transient calculations (Reynolds-stress and DES) for
Re = 3650.
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however, the asymmetries and off-axis motion predicted by the v2 − f model are gener-
ated by multi-mode shapes or structures within the flow. The mode shapes and structure
within the flow along axial planes will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.4. Similar
results to those of the high Reynolds number case were predicted by the Re = 2560 case
(Fig. 4.27 - 4.29). Symmetrical results for the k − , k − ω, and v2 − f models maintain
more symmetrical and on-axis results than the asymmetric cases. Differences in symmetry
or off-axis motion caused by symmetric or asymmetric inlet profiles are slight; however, it
can be seen that slight differences in inlet profiles generate variations in the bulk motion of
the jet, increasing our uncertainty in the numerical prediction.
Results are shown in plots of the axial velocity along the centerline as a method to
compare numerical and experimental data. The experimental data, shown for comparison,
show a rapid decrease in velocity until vortex breakdown near z = 0.5D. It is noted that
the axial distance plotted only extends to z = 4D for all cases since no significant changes in
the flow occur downstream of this point. Consequently, the length of the domain, 20D, used
in the calculations is considered more than adequate. Fig. 4.30 shows the axial centerline
velocities for the experimental results, and the asymmetric and symmetric inlet profile
numerical results at Re = 3650. Similar results were predicted for the Re = 2560 case
(Fig. 4.31). As was expected, each turbulence model for both Reynolds number cases under
predicts the rapid decay of the centerline velocity near the exit and does not predict vortex
breakdown within the jet.
The symmetric results in Fig. 4.30 used the circumferentially averaged profiles for the
same Reynolds number. The difference between the results shown in the two figures may be
taken as some measure of the importance of the asymmetries. Interestingly, the asymmetric
inlet results have a similar decay of the centerline velocity for all of the Boussinesq models
studied, except the v2 − f model for Re = 2560, in which the asymmetric case predicts a
much more dramatic dissipation of the axial velocity along the centerline. Consequently,
there is a small difference in the initial evolution of the flows, depending on the inlet profiles.
As a second means of comparing the experimental and numerical data, axial velocity
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Fig. 4.24: Contours of the axial velocity in the y− z plane based on the k−  model results
for the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow data at Re = 3650.
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Fig. 4.25: Contours of the axial velocity in the y− z plane based on the k−ω model results
for the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow data at Re = 3650.
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Fig. 4.26: Contours of the axial velocity in the y−z plane based on the v2−f model results
for the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow data at Re = 3650.
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Fig. 4.27: Contours of the axial velocity in the y− z plane based on the k−  model results
for the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow data at Re = 2560.
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Fig. 4.28: Contours of the axial velocity in the y− z plane based on the k−ω model results
for the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow data at Re = 2560.
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Fig. 4.29: Contours of the axial velocity in the y−z plane based on the v2−f model results
for the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow data at Re = 2560.
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Fig. 4.30: The centerline velocities of the experimental, asymmetric, and symmetric k − ,
k − ω, and v2 − f for Re = 3650.
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Fig. 4.31: The centerline velocities of the experimental, asymmetric, and symmetric k − ,
k − ω, and v2 − f for Re = 2560.
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profiles along the x-axis at the z = 1.5D downstream plane are shown in Fig. 4.32-4.33
for both the Re = 3650 and 2560 cases. For both cases, it can be seen the k −  model
predicts an accurate description of the jet width although it over-predicts the velocity near
the center region of the jet in the Re = 2560 case. A more dramatic deceleration of the
flow in the center region of the jet is predicted by the asymmetric case of the v2 − f model
than the symmetric case and the asymmetric k−  and v2 − f models predict asymmetries
similar to those seen in the experimental results for both Reynolds numbers. Predictions
from the k − ω model are similar to those predicted for a round jet without swirl.
The low Reynolds number case (Re = 550) provided results with major differences
from the higher Reynolds cases. Solutions from the Boussinesq models all provided similar
results with each other and predicted a rapid dissipation of the velocity. Results for the
k − , k − ω, and v2 − f models in the y − z plane are shown in Fig. 4.34 - 4.36 and are
all quite similar. The rapid dissipation was expected from these turbulence models due to
their ability to account for both molecular and turbulent diffusion.
As previously discussed, the flow is laminar at the jet exit for Re = 550 (cf. Fig. 4.8), yet
rapidly transitions to turbulent flow (cf. Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.20). A solution was calculated
using a laminar model to better understand the influence of both turbulent and molecular
diffusion within the jet. A solution to the asymmetric laminar model was easily obtained;
however, a converged simulation of the symmetric case could not be achieved. The laminar
solution (shown in the y − z plane in Fig. 4.37) was obtained to understand how these
diffusion terms were affected. Once again, asymmetries due to multi-modal structure along
the axis are predicted and the predicted jet diffusion is much less than the Boussinesq
models.
Turbulence models account for turbulent diffusion as well as molecular diffusion, and
as a result, the axial velocity decays much quicker than the experimental case. In fact,
the CFD results for this case consistently show a larger centerline velocity decay than the
experiments (Fig. 4.38). The centerline velocity for the laminar case is compared with the
turbulent models in Fig. 4.38, in which the dissipation of the jet is much slower than the
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Fig. 4.32: The cross-section axial velocity profiles of the experimental, asymmetric, and
symmetric k − , k − ω, v2 − f , and laminar models for Re = 3650.
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Fig. 4.33: The cross-section axial velocity profiles of the experimental, asymmetric, and
symmetric k − , k − ω, v2 − f , and laminar models for Re = 2560.
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Fig. 4.34: Contours of the axial velocity in the y− z plane based on the k−  model results
for the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow data at Re = 550.
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Fig. 4.35: Contours of the axial velocity in the y− z plane based on the k−ω model results
for the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow data at Re = 550.
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Fig. 4.36: Contours of the axial velocity in the y−z plane based on the v2−f model results
for the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow data at Re = 550.
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Fig. 4.37: Contours of the axial velocity in the y − z plane based on the laminar model
results for the asymmetric inflow data at Re = 550.
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experimental results. Once again, only slight variations in axial velocity along the centerline
for asymmetric and symmetric cases are predicted for all Boussinesq models. Variations in
the laminar centerline velocity are caused by structural mode shapes within the jet.
Comparisons of experimental and numerical axial profiles in the z = 1.5D plane demon-
strate predictions by the Boussinesq models under-predict the magnitude of the the jet ve-
locity near the center region of the jet and the laminar model over-predicts these velocities.
Both the laminar and v2− f models predict the width of the jet accurately, while the k− 
and k − ω models diffuse much quicker than the experimental results. Asymmetries in the
axial profiles, similar to those seen in the experimental data, are seen in all asymmetric
inlet profile cases; these asymmetries, however, are mirrored along the x-axis. This shift is
due to the numerical predictions for the mode shapes being rotated nearly 180◦ from the
experimental data.
4.2.3 Transient Results
Transient solutions of the asymmetric and symmetric cases were calculated using the
Reynolds-stress and DES models; as mentioned in Section 4.2.1, transient axial velocities
on the centerline for all Reynolds number cases at z = 0.5D (the Re = 3650 case is given
in Fig. 4.40) were used to determine when a steady solution had been obtained. A steady
solution for the transient Reynolds-stress model for the high Reynolds number case is ob-
tained at nearly T = 25. However, using the DES model for the high Reynolds number case
(Re = 3650) the solution predicts three distinct periods. During T = 0− 50 a bubble-type
vortex breakdown occurs. At T = 50− 100 the vortex breakdown period begins to transi-
tion from bubble-type to the steady solution; from T ≥ 100 the steady solution exists and
is determined as the steady period of the DES solution. The symmetric and asymmetric
cases converge on different steady-state axial velocities on the centerline at z = 0.5D and
strong oscillation in the axial velocity caused by vortical shedding are seen in the asymmet-
ric case. The Reynolds-stress models converge on an axial velocity between the symmetric
and asymmetric DES predictions.
The axial velocity for the Re = 2560 DES solution (Fig. 4.41) behaves similarly to
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Fig. 4.38: The centerline velocities of the experimental, asymmetric, and symmetric k − ,
k − ω, v2 − f , and laminar models for Re = 550.
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Fig. 4.39: The cross-section axial velocity profiles of the experimental, asymmetric, and
symmetric k − , k − ω, v2 − f , and laminar models for Re = 550.
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Fig. 4.40: The axial velocity, vz, at z = 0.5D plotted through dimensionless time (t/(D/Vz))
for the Reynolds-stress and DES models for Re = 3650. Three periods exist for the DES
model: bubble-type breakdown (T = 0−50), transition (T = 50−100), and steady solution
(T ≥ 100).
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the Re = 3650 case, in that it also consists of three periods: a) a bubble-type breakdown
(T = 0−50), b) a transitional region (T = 25−50), and c) a steady solution (T ≥ 50). Both
cases predict an initial bubble-type breakdown, however the symmetric simulation predicts
a stronger and more defined breakdown. The symmetric and asymmetric cases do not
converge on the same steady axial velocity and oscillations within the jet are visible. The
axial velocity predicted by the Reynolds-stress model coincides with the velocity prediction
of the symmetric DES model. The frequencies within each of the Reynolds number cases
for the DES model will be discussed later.
The solution at Re = 550 predicts a temporally evolving axial velocity at z = 0.5D
(Fig. 4.42) quite different than the previous two solutions. This simulation quickly evolves
from the initial startup to the steady solution. This solution predicts a significant amount
of oscillation within the asymmetric case with very little oscillation in the symmetric case.
Both the asymmetric DES and Reynolds-stress models predict similar axial velocities at
z = 0.5D.
The DES models predicted axial velocity oscillations at z = 0.5D, in which the mag-
nitude of these oscillations were increased for the asymmetric cases. Frequencies present
within the center of the jet were also calculated using an FFT analysis of the temporal axial
velocities at z = 0.5D. Power spectra of these frequencies for Re = 3650, 2560, and 550
are provided in Fig. 4.43-4.45. Dominant frequencies within the Re = 3650 and 2560 jets
correspond to f/(Vz/D) = 3, 7, and 10 while at Re = 550 the dominant frequencies present
are f/(Vz/D) = 4, 8, and 10.
Cross-sections of the time-mean solutions along the y − z axis within the DES bubble
vortex breakdown and steady periods are given in Fig. 4.46 and 4.47. It is evident in
Fig. 4.46 a bubble-type breakdown in experienced. This bubble breakdown, however, quickly
transitions to the steady period shown in Fig. 4.47. Results for the Re = 2560 case are
similar to those shown for the Re = 2560 case. Predictions by the time-mean solution for
the Reynolds-stress model predict a bubble region beginning at about z = 1.0D along the
centerline of the jet and downstream of the jet exit (Fig. 4.48); however, this bubble region
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Fig. 4.41: The axial velocity, vz, at z = 0.5D plotted through dimensionless time (t/(D/Vz))
or the Reynolds-stress and DES models for Re = 2560. Three periods exist for the DES
model: bubble-type breakdown (T = 0− 25), transition (T = 25− 50), and steady solution
(T ≥ 50).
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Fig. 4.42: The axial velocity, vz, at z = 0.5D plotted through dimensionless time (t/(D/Vz))
or the Reynolds-stress and DES models for Re = 550.
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Fig. 4.43: Frequencies present in the Re = 3650 asymmetric and symmetric cases.
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Fig. 4.44: Frequencies present in the Re = 2560 asymmetric and symmetric cases.
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Fig. 4.45: Frequencies present in the Re = 550 asymmetric and symmetric cases.
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does not indicate flow reversal of vortex breakdown.
Centerline axial velocities, given in Fig. 4.49 and 4.50, were obtained and compared to
the experimental results for the Reynolds-stress model and both the bubble-type breakdown
and steady periods using the DES model in the two higher Reynolds number cases. The
k −  model is also plotted to provide a comparison of the transient and steady solutions.
Reynolds-stress solutions predict a more reasonable deceleration of the flow than the Boussi-
nesq models, although this deceleration is not of the same magnitude as the experimental
data. A bubble region is seen in both the higher Reynolds number cases, but this does not
indicate that flow reversal occurs in the solution. The bubble region is of similar size to
the experimental data and the asymmetric case predicts a larger re-acceleration of the axial
velocity.
The initial deceleration of the flow due to bubble-type breakdown as seen in the exper-
imental data is approximated reasonably well by the bubble period DES simulations. The
rapid decrease in centerline velocity followed by flow reversal is represented by both the
symmetric and asymmetric models for both Reynolds number cases using the DES model.
In the Re = 3650 case, the closure of the bubble and velocity increase is predicted, although
the velocity does not increase as dramatically as the experimental data. The size of the
bubble is over-predicted by both the asymmetric and symmetric cases; however, the asym-
metric case predicts a smaller bubble with a larger increase in axial velocity downstream
of the bubble. In the steady periods, flow reversal is never experienced along the centerline
and the models predict results in which the axial velocity dissipates less rapidly than the
experimental data.
Axial profiles at z = 1.5D along the x-axis for the Re = 3650 and 2560 cases given
in Fig. 4.51 and Fig. 4.52 show both the Reynolds-stress and DES steady model predict
accurate descriptions of the width of the jet. While the Reynolds-stress model predicts the
magnitude of the axial velocity well near the center region of the jet, the DES model provides
a better prediction of the axial velocity outside the center region. Both the Reynolds-stress
and DES models predict asymmetries in the axial profile consistent with those seen in
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Fig. 4.46: Contours of the instantaneous axial velocity in the y − z plane based on the
DES model results using the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow data for Re
= 3650 during the bubble-type breakdown period.
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Fig. 4.47: Contours of the instantaneous axial velocity in the y − z plane based on the
DES model results using the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow data for Re
= 3650 during the steady period.
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Fig. 4.48: Contours of the instantaneous axial velocity in the y − z plane based on the
Reynolds-stress model results using the asymmetric (top) and symmetric (bottom) inflow
data for Re = 3650.
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Fig. 4.49: Centerline velocities for the DES and Reynolds-stress models for Re = 3650.
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Fig. 4.50: Centerline velocities for the DES and Reynolds-stress models for Re = 2560.
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the experimental data. For the Re = 2560 case, an accurate prediction of the jet width,
peak velocities, and center velocity is obtained from the Reynolds-stress turbulence model.
Consistent among both models for the two higher Reynolds number cases is the fact that
better approximations are calculated using the asymmetric inlet profiles than symmetric
profiles.
Both the Reynolds-stress and steady period DES solutions of the Re = 550 case are
shown in Fig. 4.53, in which the Reynolds-stress solution provides a reasonable approx-
imation of the initial deceleration but over-predicts the magnitude of this region. DES
simulations predict results comparable to the laminar model although slightly more dissi-
pation along the centerline is predicted.
Accurate jet widths are predicted by the symmetric and asymmetric DES models for
the Re = 550 case. The magnitude of the velocity near the center region of the jet are once
again over-predicted. The magnitude of the axial velocity in the center region is predicted
with reasonable accuracy by the Reynolds-stress models; however, the shape of the profile
and jet width are not predicted by these models. There is less influence on the model
solutions based on symmetric or asymmetric inlet profiles provided to the numerical model
for the low Reynolds number case.
4.2.4 Spatial Modes
As seen in the experimental data, shown in Fig. 4.11 - 4.19, multi-modal structure
exists in each Reynolds number case (Re = 3650, 2560, and 550); the dominant mode being
m = 3 for the high Reynolds cases and a combination of m = 3 and m = 5 for the Re = 550
case. Of the numerical solutions obtained, only the k −  and k − ω models (Fig. 4.55) do
not predict multi-mode structure and seem to dissipate any mode structure within the x−y
plane. The remaining models predict and even amplify various flow structure. Examples
of such are shown in Fig. 4.56-4.59 at z = 1.5D with more cases shown in Appendix B. In
all cases, large differences in the mode shapes predicted by the asymmetric and symmetric
inlet profiles exist. It is evident that the various models predict mode shapes of m = 2, 3,
4, and even 7; all of these mode shapes have been seen in previous experimental studies.
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Fig. 4.51: The cross-section axial velocity profiles of the experimental, asymmetric, and
symmetric Reynolds-stress and DES models for Re = 3650.
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Fig. 4.52: The cross-section axial velocity profiles of the experimental, asymmetric, and
symmetric Reynolds-stress and DES models for Re = 2560.
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Fig. 4.53: Centerline velocities for the DES and Reynolds-stress models for Re = 550.
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Fig. 4.54: The cross-section axial velocity profiles of the experimental, asymmetric, and
symmetric Reynolds-stress and DES models for Re = 550.
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Fig. 4.55: The predicted axial velocity profile in the x − y plane for Re = 3650 for the
asymmetric case at z = 1.5D using the k −  (top) and k − ω (bottom) models.
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Fig. 4.56: The predicted mode structure for Re = 550 asymmetric case at z = 1.5D using
the laminar model.
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Fig. 4.57: The predicted mode structure for Re = 3650 symmetrical (top) and asymmetric
(bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the v2 − f model.
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Fig. 4.58: The predicted mode structure for Re = 3650 symmetrical (top) and asymmetric
(bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the Reynolds-stress model.
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Fig. 4.59: The predicted mode structure for Re = 3650 for the symmetrical (top) and
asymmetric (bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the DES model.
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The number of modes and dominant mode present in each case is obtained by interpo-
lating a profile of the axial velocity onto a circle of radius r = 0.5D in the x−y plane for both
the experimental and numerical results. If mode shapes exist in the results, a sinusoidal
profile will be seen on the surface of the circle. The mode numbers present for all cases
(examples shown in Fig. 4.60-4.62) are then calculated through a Fourier transform of the
profile. For all cases of the experimental results, a dominant mode of m = 3 is calculated;
the low Reynolds number case, however, also predicts a less dominant mode of m = 5. For
the low Reynolds number case (Re = 550) the asymmetric laminar model and symmetric
DES model both predict a dominant mode of m = 3 and the laminar model predicts a less
dominant mode number of m = 5 similar to that seen in the experimental results. The
asymmetric DES model predicts a dominant mode number of m = 3 for the two highest
Reynolds number cases; while for Re = 2560 the symmetric case using the DES model
also predicts a mode number comparable to the experimental results. The Reynolds-stress
models do not predict any significant dominant modes; however, the asymmetric case of
the v2 − f model at Re = 3650 predicts a m = 3 dominant mode while the symmetric case
calculates a dominant mode number of m = 4.
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Fig. 4.60: The mode numbers present for Re = 550 for the steady calculations and transient
calculations at z = 1.0D.
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Fig. 4.61: The mode numbers present for Re = 2560 for the steady calculations (top) and
transient calculations (bottom) at z = 1.5D.
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Fig. 4.62: The mode numbers present for Re = 3650 for the steady calculations (top) and





A completely described experiment designed for turbulence model assessment has been
described. The experiment featured easily described geometries and boundary conditions.
The measured conditions, velocity, TKE and Reynolds stress inlet profiles, were obtained
at the jet exit using Stereo PIV measurements and provided inlet boundary conditions to
the computational model. Computational results were obtained for both the asymmetric
profiles and symmetric circumferentially averaged profiles.
As expected, the computational results indicate that the k −  and k − ω turbulence
models used are not suited for prediction of the evolution of jets with large swirl. Using
these models, circumferential asymmetries were washed out much more quickly than the
experiment and vortex breakdown was not predicted. The remaining models (i.e. laminar,
v2 − f , Reynolds-stress, and DES) predicted some characteristics of the swirling jet flow
accurately, while inaccurately describing other phenomena. Results from the asymmetric
laminar, v2 − f , Reynolds-stress, and DES models did accurately predict the mode struc-
tures present within the swirling jet. The DES model is the only model that predicted
a bubble-type breakdown and this breakdown quickly transitions to a spiral-type break-
down. Centerline velocities of the experimental and numerical models demonstrate that
each of the Boussinesq models underpredict the dissipation of axial velocity for the higher
Reynolds number cases; however, the bubble-type DES solutions predict rapid dissipation
and a re-acceleration of the centerline velocity as seen by the experimental data.
The asymmetric results tend to provide a slightly more accurate representation of the
experimental data along the centerline. Increased accuracy is seen in the axial velocity
profiles in the x−y plane and mode shape predictions by the asymmetric inlet profile cases.
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Although only a slight improvement is seen, it can be concluded that a more accurate de-
scription of the inlet profiles provides an increase in model accuracy. Large differences in
model predictions were also observed for the asymmetric and symmetric cases for all nu-
merical models studied. Not only will an increase in accuracy be obtained by implementing
a completely described experiment (including geometries, initial, and inlet conditions), but
the confidence in the model results will increase and uncertainty between numerical and
experimental results will be reduced.
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Fig. A.1: Frames 1, 101, 201, 301, 401, 501, 601, and 700 of 700 frames of the axial velocity
at the jet exit used to determine the steadiness of the flow for Re = 3650.
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Fig. A.2: Frames 1, 101, 201, 301, 401, 501, 601, and 680 of 680 frames of the axial velocity





Fig. B.1: The predicted mode structure for Re = 3650 symmetrical (top) and asymmetric
(bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the k −  model.
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Fig. B.2: The predicted mode structure for Re = 3650 symmetrical (top) and asymmetric
(bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the k − ω model.
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Fig. B.3: The predicted mode structure for Re = 2560 symmetrical (top) and asymmetric
(bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the k −  model.
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Fig. B.4: The predicted mode structure for Re = 2560 symmetrical (top) and asymmetric
(bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the k − ω model.
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Fig. B.5: The predicted mode structure for Re = 2560 symmetrical (top) and asymmetric
(bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the v2 − f model.
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Fig. B.6: The predicted mode structure for Re = 2560 asymmetric case at z = 1.5D using
the Reynolds-stress model.
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Fig. B.7: The predicted mode structure for Re = 2560 for the symmetrical (top) and
asymmetric (bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the DES model.
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Fig. B.8: The predicted mode structure for Re = 550 symmetrical (top) and asymmetric
(bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the k −  model.
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Fig. B.9: The predicted mode structure for Re = 550 symmetrical (top) and asymmetric
(bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the k − ω model.
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Fig. B.10: The predicted mode structure for Re = 550 symmetrical (top) and asymmetric
(bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the v2 − f model.
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Fig. B.11: The predicted mode structure for Re = 550 for the symmetrical (top) and
asymmetric (bottom) cases at z = 1.5D using the DES model.
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Appendix C
Jet Exit: Jet Centering Fortran Code
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! !
! Programmed by : Brandon Wilson !
! Date : 14 Oct 2008 !
! Mod i f i ed by : Brandon Wilson !
! Date : 14 Oct 2008 !
! !
! V e r i f i e d w i th g f o r t r a n and i n t e l c omp i l e r s on CentOS 5 .2 !
! View README. t x t f i l e f o r usage i n s t r u c t i o n s !
! !
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
program j e t c e n t e r
use Prec i s ion Module
use Tecplot
use ar ray ana lyze
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
real (kind=prec ) : : dx , dy , dz
real (kind=prec ) : : x cent , y cent
real (kind=prec ) : : R
! Dec lare Real Arrays
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : Vx , Vy , Vz
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : dum, dVzdx , dVzdy
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : ) : : x , y , z
! Dec lare Charac t e r s
character ( len=80) : : f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 , f6 , f7 , f8 , f9 , f10 , f11 , f12
character ( len=80) : : f1a , f1b , f1c , f1d , f1e , f 1 f
character ( len=80) : : f2a , f2b , f2c , f2d , f2e , f 2 f
character ( len=80) : : f3a , f3b , f3c , f3d , f3e , f 3 f
! I n i t i a l i z e v a l u e s
R=6.35d0
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! I n i t i a l i z e f i l e n ame s
f 1=”Re 4100 . dat”
f2=”Re 4100 Vout . dat”
f3=”Re 4100 TKE . dat”
f4=”Re 4100 dVdyout . dat”
f1a=”Re 4100 rs xy . dat”
f1b=”Re 4100 r s xz . dat”
f 1 c=”Re 4100 r s yz . dat”
f1d=”Re 4100 rs xx . dat”
f 1 e=”Re 4100 rs yy . dat”
f 1 f=”Re 4100 r s z z . dat”
f5=”Re 2850 . dat”
f6=”Re 2850 Vout . dat”
f7=”Re 2850 TKE . dat”
f8=”Re 2850 dVdyout . dat”
f2a=”Re 2850 rs xy . dat”
f2b=”Re 2850 r s xz . dat”
f 2 c=”Re 2850 r s yz . dat”
f2d=”Re 2850 rs xx . dat”
f 2 e=”Re 2850 rs yy . dat”
f 2 f=”Re 2850 r s z z . dat”
f9=”Re 900 . dat”
f10=”Re 900 Vout . dat”
f11=”Re 900 TKE . dat”
f12=”Re 900 dVdyout . dat”
f3a=”Re 900 rs xy . dat”
f3b=”Re 900 r s xz . dat”
f 3 c=”Re 900 r s yz . dat”
f3d=”Re 900 rs xx . dat”
f 3 e=”Re 900 rs yy . dat”
f 3 f=”Re 900 r s z z . dat”
! Obtain user d e f i n e d f i l e name
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ”What i s t h e t e c p l o t f i l e name you want to ana l y z e ?”
! read (∗ ,∗ ) f i l e name
! Obtain t h e s i z e o f t h e Tecp l o t array
ca l l s i z e t e c p l o t ( f1 , f i l e i n f o )
! De f ine t h e array s i z e s
Nx = f i l e i n f o (2 )
Ny = f i l e i n f o (3 )
Nz = f i l e i n f o (4 )
! A l l o c a t e t h e v e l o c i t y and p o s i t i o n array s i z e s
allocate (Vx(Nx, Ny, Nz) , Vy(Nx, Ny, Nz) , Vz(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (dVzdx(Nx, Ny, Nz) , dVzdy(Nx, Ny , Nz) , dum(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate ( x (Nx) , y (Ny) , z (Nz ) )
! Obtain t h e 3D data
ca l l read3d ( f1 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz)
! C a l c u l a t e dx , dy , and dz
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ca l l c a l c d e l x (Nx, Ny , Nz , dx , dy , dz , x , y , z )
! c a l c u l a t e t h e d e r i v a t i v e s o f t h e v e l o c i t i e s
ca l l Vz rate (Nx , Ny , Nz , dx , dy , Vx , Vy , Vz , dum, dum, dum, dum, dVzdx , dVzdy)
! c a l c u l a t e t h e average c en t e r based on the Center o f Vz ra t e
ca l l xy cente r (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cent , y cent , x , y , dVzdx , dVzdy)
write (∗ ,∗ ) ’ x = ’ , x cent
write (∗ ,∗ ) ’ y = ’ , y cent
! Center t h e Re 4100 data
ca l l c en t e r a r r ay ( x cent , y cent , R, dx , dy , f i l e i n f o , f1 , f2 , f3 , f1a , f1b , f1c , f1d , f1e , f 1 f )
! Center t h e Re 4100 RMS data
! c a l l c e n t e r a r r a y (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cen t , y cen t , R, dx , dy , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , f i l e i n f o , f1 , f2 , f3 , f 4 )
! Center t h e Re 2850 data
ca l l c en t e r a r r ay ( x cent , y cent , R, dx , dy , f i l e i n f o , f5 , f6 , f7 , f2a , f2b , f2c , f2d , f2e , f 2 f )
! Center t h e Re 2850 RMS data
! c a l l c e n t e r a r r a y (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cen t , y cen t , R, dx , dy , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , f i l e i n f o , f1 , f2 , f3 , f 4 )
! Center t h e Re 900 data
ca l l c en t e r a r r ay ( x cent , y cent , R, dx , dy , f i l e i n f o , f9 , f10 , f11 , f3a , f3b , f3c , f3d , f3e , f 3 f )
! Center t h e Re 900 RMS data
! c a l l c e n t e r a r r a y (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cen t , y cen t , R, dx , dy , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , f i l e i n f o , f1 , f2 , f3 , f 4 )
end program j e t c e n t e r
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! !
! Programmed by : Brandon Wilson !
! Date : 14 Oct 2008 !
! Mod i f i ed by : Brandon Wilson !






module ar ray ana lyze









! Sub rou t ine : x y c e n t e r
! This s u b r ou t i n e assumes t he d e r i v a t i v e a t t h e edge o f t h e v e l o c i t y p r o f i l e
! i s t h e l a r g e s t in t h e v e c t o r d e r i v a t i v e f i e l d . The two edge s o f t h e p r o f i l e
! are l o c a t e d and the c en t e r i s then c a l c u l a t e d . These c e n t e r s are averaged
! to g i v e t h e approx imate c en t e r o f t h e p r o f i l e .
!=============================
subroutine xy cente r (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cent , y cent , x , y , dVzdx , dVzdy)
! c a l l x y c e n t e r (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cen t , y cen t , x , y , dVzdx , dVzdy )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i , j , k , m, n
integer : : xmax , xmin , ymax , ymin
integer : : tx , ty
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
real (kind=prec ) : : dx , dy
real (kind=prec ) : : max , min
real (kind=prec ) : : x cent , y cent
real (kind=prec ) : : x std , y s td
real (kind=prec ) : : x d i f f , y d i f f
real (kind=prec ) : : dVx , dVy
! Dec lare Real Arrays
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx) : : x
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Ny) : : y
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx) : : x mid
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Ny) : : y mid
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx ,Ny ,Nz) : : dVzdx , dVzdy








y s td =0.d0
x cent =0.d0
y cent =0.d0
! c a l c u l a t e t h e
do k=1,Nz
do j =1,Ny




dVx=dVzdx( i , j , k )
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! Obtain min and max v a l u e s
i f (dVx>max) then
max=dVx
xmax=i





! d e f i n e t h e r ad i u s o f t h e j e t and f i n d c en t e r
x d i f f =(x ( xmin)+x(xmax ) ) / 2 . d0
i f ( (max>=1.d0 ) . and . (min<=−1.d0 ) ) then
tx=tx+1
x mid ( tx)= x d i f f




ca l l c e n t e r s t a t s (Nx , tx , x cent , x std , x d i f f , x mid )
do k=1,Nz
do i =1,Nx




dVy=dVzdy( i , j , k )
! Obtain min and max v a l u e s
i f (dVy>max) then
max=dVy
ymax=j
e l s e i f (dVy<min) then
min=dVy
ymin=j
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) min
endif
end do
! d e f i n e t h e r ad i u s o f t h e j e t and f i n d c en t e r
y d i f f =(y ( ymin)+y(ymax ) ) / 2 . d0
i f ( (max>=1.d0 ) . and . (min<=−1.d0 ) ) then
ty=ty+1
y mid ( ty)= y d i f f





ca l l c e n t e r s t a t s (Ny , ty , y cent , y std , y d i f f , y mid )





! This masks an area where t h e j e t w a l l i s .
! I t assumes t h e c en t e r o f x and y are a t z e ro .
!=============================
subroutine stdev ( f i l e i n f o , RSxx , RSyy , RSzz )
! c a l l s t d e v ( f i l e i n f o , RSxx , RSyy , RSzz )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k , n
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
real (kind=prec ) : : dx , dy
real (kind=prec ) : : denom
real (kind=prec ) : : u
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : RSxx , RSyy , RSzz
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o ( 1 ) ) : : t e s t
! Dec lare Charac t e r s
character ( len=80) : : f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f 5
character ( len=80) : : f1a , f1b , f1c , f1d , f1e , f 1 f
n = 0
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)
do j =1, f i l e i n f o (3)
do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
i f ( abs (RSzz ( i , j , k ))>0.0) then
n = n+1





denom = 0.0 d0
do i =1,n−1
denom = denom+1.d0 /( t e s t ( i )∗∗2 . d0 )
enddo
u = ( sq r t ( 1 . d0 /(denom)) )∗4
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write (∗ ,∗ ) ’ unce r ta in ty u = ’ ,u , n
end subroutine stdev
end module ar ray ana lyze
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! !
! Programmed by : Brandon Wilson !
! Date : 14 Oct 2008 !
! Mod i f i ed by : Brandon Wilson !
! Date : 14 Oct 2008 !
! !
! V e r i f i e d w i th g f o r t r a n and i n t e l c omp i l e r s on CentOS 5 .2 !
! View README. t x t f i l e f o r usage i n s t r u c t i o n s !
! !
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
program j e t c e n t e r
use Prec i s ion Module
use Tecplot
use ar ray ana lyze
use Fluent
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i nc
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
real (kind=prec ) : : dx , dy , dz
real (kind=prec ) : : x cent , y cent
real (kind=prec ) : : sw i r l
real (kind=prec ) : : Vz bulk
! Dec lare Real Arrays
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : ) : : Vr ave , Vtheta ave , Vz ave
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : ) : : RSxy ave , RSxz ave , RSyz ave
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : ) : : RSxx ave , RSyy ave , RSzz ave
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : Vx , Vy , Vz
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : Vx2 , Vy2 , Vz2
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : RSxy , RSxz , RSyz , RSxx , RSyy , RSzz
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : RSxy2 , RSxz2 , RSyz2 , RSxx2 , RSyy2 , RSzz2
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : TKE
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : Vr , Vtheta , Vmag
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : Vr2 , Vtheta2
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : dVxdx , dVxdy , dVydx , dVydy , dVzdx , dVzdy
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : x , y , z
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real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : r , theta
! Dec lare Charac t e r s
character ( len=80) : : f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 , f6 , f7 , f8 , f9 , f10 , f11 , f12 , f13 , f14
! I n i t i a l i z e f i l e n ame s
f 1=”Re 2850 Vout polar2 . dat”
f2=”Re 2850 V ave . dat”
f3=”Re 2850 Vout po lar2or ig . dat”
f5=”Re 2850 Vr des . dat”
f6=”Re 2850 Vtheta des . dat”
f7=”Re 2850 . dat”
f8=”Re 2850 f luent . txt ”
f9=”Re 2850 . dat”
f10=”Re 2850 f luent ave . txt ”
f11=”Re 2850 Vout polar2 ave . dat”
f12=”Re 2850 dVdyout . dat”
f13=”Re 2850 Vout polar2 norm . dat”
f14=” 1 . txt ”
inc=40
! Obtain t h e s i z e o f t h e Tecp l o t array
ca l l s i z e c i r c l e t e c p l o t ( f3 , f i l e i n f o )
! De f ine t h e array s i z e s
Nx = f i l e i n f o (2 )
Ny = f i l e i n f o (3 )
Nz = f i l e i n f o (4 )
f i l e i n f o (1) = Nx∗Ny∗Nz
write (∗ ,∗ ) f i l e i n f o (1 ) , Nx , Ny , Nz
! A l l o c a t e t h e v e l o c i t y and p o s i t i o n array s i z e s
allocate (Vx(Nx, Ny, Nz) , Vy(Nx, Ny, Nz) , Vz(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (Vx2(Nx, Ny, Nz ) , Vy2(Nx, Ny, Nz ) , Vz2(Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate (RSxy(Nx, Ny, Nz ) , RSxz(Nx, Ny , Nz) , RSyz (Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (RSxx(Nx, Ny, Nz ) , RSyy(Nx, Ny, Nz ) , RSzz (Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate (RSxy2(Nx, Ny, Nz) , RSxz2 (Nx, Ny, Nz ) , RSyz2 (Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate (RSxx2(Nx, Ny, Nz) , RSyy2(Nx, Ny, Nz) , RSzz2 (Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate (TKE(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (dVxdx(Nx, Ny , Nz) , dVxdy(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (dVydx(Nx, Ny , Nz) , dVydy(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (dVzdx(Nx, Ny, Nz) , dVzdy(Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate ( x (Nx, Ny , Nz) , y (Nx , Ny , Nz) , z (Nx , Ny , Nz ) )
allocate (Vr(Nx, Ny , Nz) , Vtheta (Nx , Ny , Nz) , Vmag(Nx,Ny,Nz ) )
allocate (Vr2 (Nx, Ny, Nz ) , Vtheta2 (Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate ( Vr ave (Nx, Nz ) , Vtheta ave (Nx, Nz ) , Vz ave (Nx, Nz ) )
allocate ( RSxy ave (Nx, Nz ) , RSxz ave (Nx, Nz) , RSyz ave (Nx, Nz ) )
allocate ( RSxx ave (Nx, Nz ) , RSyy ave (Nx, Nz ) , RSzz ave (Nx, Nz ) )
allocate ( r (Nx , Ny , Nz) , theta (Nx , Ny , Nz ) )
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ca l l read3d ( f3 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RSxy , RSxz , RSyz , RSxx , RSyy , RSzz , TKE)
ca l l c a r t t r a n s s p h e r e l o c (Nx , Ny , Nz , x , y , r , theta )








ca l l P r o f i l e t r a n s (Nx , Ny , Nz , Vr , Vtheta , Vz)
ca l l s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t l o c (Nx , Ny , Nz , x , y , r , theta )
ca l l s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t v e l (Nx , Ny , Nz , theta , Vx , Vy , Vr , Vtheta )
z ( : , : , : ) = 0 . d0
ca l l wri te3dsphere ( f1 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RSxy , RSxz , RSyz , RSxx , RSyy , RSzz , TKE)
ca l l f l u en t3dsphe r e ( f8 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RSxy , RSxz , RSyz , RSxx , RSyy , RSzz , TKE)
ca l l a v g p r o f i l e (Nx , Ny , Nz , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , Vr ave , Vtheta ave , Vz ave )
ca l l a v g p r o f i l e (Nx , Ny , Nz , RSxy , RSxz , RSyz , RSxy ave , RSxz ave , RSyz ave )
ca l l a v g p r o f i l e (Nx , Ny , Nz , RSxx , RSyy , RSzz , RSxx ave , RSyy ave , RSzz ave )
ca l l wr i t e t e x t ( f2 , f i l e i n f o , r , Vr ave , Vtheta ave , Vz ave , RSxx ave , RSyy ave , RSzz ave )




Vr2 ( i , j , k ) = Vr ave ( i , k )
Vtheta2 ( i , j , k ) = Vtheta ave ( i , k )
Vz2( i , j , k ) = Vz ave ( i , k )
RSxy2( i , j , k ) = RSxy ave ( i , k )
RSxz2 ( i , j , k ) = RSxz ave ( i , k )
RSyz2 ( i , j , k ) = RSyz ave ( i , k )
RSxx2( i , j , k ) = RSxx ave ( i , k )
RSyy2( i , j , k ) = RSyy ave ( i , k )




ca l l s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t v e l (Nx , Ny , Nz , theta , Vx2 , Vy2 , Vr2 , Vtheta2 )
ca l l wri te3dsphere ( f11 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx2 , Vy2 , Vz2 , RSxy2 , RSxz2 , RSyz2 , RSxx2 , RSyy2 , RSzz2 , TKE)
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ca l l f l u en t3dsphe r e ( f10 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx2 , Vy2 , Vz2 , RSxy2 , RSxz2 , RSyz2 , RSxx2 , RSyy2 , RSzz2 , TKE)
ca l l swir l number ( f i l e i n f o , r , Vtheta ave , Vz ave , sw i r l )
ca l l Bulk ve l ( f i l e i n f o , r , theta , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , Vz bulk , TKE)
write (∗ ,∗ ) Vz (1 , 1 , 1 )
ca l l normal ize ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , RSxy , RSxz , RSyz , RSxx , RSyy , RSzz , Vz bulk )
ca l l wri te3dsphere ( f13 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , RSxy , RSxz , RSyz , RSxx , RSyy , RSzz , TKE)
end program j e t c e n t e r
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! !
! Programmed by : Brandon Wilson !
! Date : 14 Oct 2008 !
! Mod i f i ed by : Brandon Wilson !






module ar ray ana lyze








! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine c a r t t r a n s s p h e r e l o c (Nx , Ny , Nz , x , y , r , theta )
! c a l l c a r t t r a n s s p h e r e l o c (Nx , Ny , Nz , x , y , r , t h e t a )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : e r r o r
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real (kind=prec ) : : p i
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : x
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : y
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : r
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : theta
e r r o r = 0.00000001 d0




! d e f i n e t h e r a d i a l component
r ( i , j , k ) = sq r t (x ( i , j , k )∗∗2 . d0+y( i , j , k )∗∗2 . d0 )
! d e f i n e t h e t h e t a component
! 1 s t Quadrant
i f ( ( x ( i , j , k)>=0.d0 ) . and . ( y ( i , j , k)>=0.d0 ) ) then
theta ( i , j , k ) = atan ( ( y ( i , j , k ) ) / ( ( x ( i , j , k))+ e r r o r ) )
! 2nd Quadrant
e l s e i f ( ( x ( i , j , k)<0.d0 ) . and . ( y ( i , j , k)>=0.d0 ) ) then
theta ( i , j , k ) = atan ( ( y ( i , j , k ) ) / ( x ( i , j , k)+ e r r o r ))+ pi
! 3 rd Quadrant
e l s e i f ( ( x ( i , j , k)<0.d0 ) . and . ( y ( i , j , k)<0.d0 ) ) then
theta ( i , j , k ) = atan ( ( y ( i , j , k ) ) / ( ( x ( i , j , k))+ e r r o r ))+ pi
! 4 th Quadrant
e l s e i f ( ( x ( i , j , k)>=0.d0 ) . and . ( y ( i , j , k)<0.d0 ) ) then





end subroutine c a r t t r a n s s p h e r e l o c
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine c a r t t r a n s s p h e r e v e l (Nx , Ny , Nz , theta , Vx , Vy , Vr , Vtheta )
! c a l l c a r t t r a n s s p h e r e v e l (Nx , Ny , Nz , t h e t a , Vx , Vy , Vr , Vtheta )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i , j , k
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! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : e r r o r
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vx
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vy
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vr
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vtheta
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : theta
e r r o r = 0.00000001 d0




! d e f i n e t h e r a d i a l component
Vr( i , j , k ) = Vx( i , j , k )∗ cos ( theta ( i , j , k))+Vy( i , j , k )∗ s i n ( theta ( i , j , k ) )




end subroutine c a r t t r a n s s p h e r e v e l
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t l o c (Nx , Ny , Nz , x , y , r , theta )
! c a l l s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t l o c (Nx , Ny , Nz , x , y , r , t h e t a )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : e r r o r
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : x
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : y
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : r
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : theta
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e r r o r = 0.00000001 d0




! d e f i n e t h e r a d i a l component
x ( i , j , k ) = r ( i , j , k )∗ cos ( theta ( i , j , k ) )




end subroutine s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t l o c
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t v e l (Nx , Ny , Nz , theta , Vx , Vy , Vr , Vtheta )
! c a l l s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t v e l ( (Nx , Ny , Nz , t h e ta , Vx , Vy , Vr , Vtheta )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : e r r o r
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vx
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vy
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vr
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vtheta
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : theta
e r r o r = 0.00000001 d0




! d e f i n e t h e r a d i a l component
Vx( i , j , k ) = Vr( i , j , k )∗ cos ( theta ( i , j , k))−Vtheta ( i , j , k )∗ s i n ( theta ( i , j , k ) )
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end subroutine s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t v e l
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine P r o f i l e t r a n s (Nx , Ny , Nz , Vr , Vtheta , Vz)
! c a l l P r o f i l e t r a n s (Nx , Ny , Nz , Vr , Vtheta , Vz )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vz
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vr
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vtheta
Vr ( 1 , : , : ) = 0 . d0
Vtheta ( 1 , : , : ) = 0 . d0
Vr(Nx , : , : ) = 0 . d0
Vtheta (Nx , : , : ) = 0 . d0
Vz(Nx , : , : ) = 0 . d0




i f (Vr( i , j , k)>=0.5d0 ) then





end subroutine P r o f i l e t r a n s
!=============================================================================================
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! Sub rou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine wr i t e po l a r ( f i l ename , f i l e i n f o , inc , r , Vr , Vtheta , Vz)
! c a l l w r i t e p o l a r ( f i l ename , f i l e i n f o , inc , r , Vr , Vtheta , Vz )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
character ( len=80) : : f i l ename
integer , dimension ( 4 ) , intent ( in ) : : f i l e i n f o
integer : : i , j , k
integer : : i nc
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : e r r o r
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : r
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vr
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vtheta
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vz
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vr des
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vtheta des
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vz des
e r r o r = 0.00000001 d0
pi = 3.14159265 d0
j=inc
do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)
r ( i , 1 , k ) = r ( i , j , k )
Vr des ( i , k ) = Vr( i , j , k )
Vtheta des ( i , k ) = Vtheta ( i , j , k )
Vz des ( i , k ) = Vz( i , j , k )
end do
end do
! c a l l w r i t e t e x t ( f i l ename , f i l e i n f o , r , Vr des , Vthe ta des , Vz des )
end subroutine wr i t e po l a r
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine a v g p r o f i l e (Nx , Ny , Nz , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , Vr ave , Vtheta ave , Vz ave )
! c a l l a v g p r o f i l e (Nx , Ny , Nz , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , Vr ave , Vthe ta ave , Vz ave )
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implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : e r r o r
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Nz) : : Vr ave
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Nz) : : Vtheta ave
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Nz) : : Vz ave
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vr
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vtheta
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vz
e r r o r = 0.00000001 d0







! Find th e average in t h e t h e t a d i r e c t i o n
Vr ave ( i , k ) = Vr ave ( i , k ) + Vr( i , j , k )/ real (Ny)
Vtheta ave ( i , k ) = Vtheta ave ( i , k ) + Vtheta ( i , j , k )/ real (Ny)




end subroutine a v g p r o f i l e
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine Bulk ve l ( f i l e i n f o , r , theta , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , Vz bulk , TKE)
! c a l l B u l k v e l ( f i l e i n f o , r , t h e t a , Vr , Vtheta , Vz )
implicit none
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! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : e r r o r
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
real (kind=prec ) : : dr
real (kind=prec ) : : dtheta
real (kind=prec ) : : Vr bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : Vtheta bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : Vz bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : Rt
real (kind=prec ) : : P2
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : r
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : theta
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vr
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vtheta
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vz
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : TKE
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : s i g
e r r o r = 0.00000001 d0
pi = 3.14159265 d0
Rt = 6.35 d0
dr = Rt/( f i l e i n f o (2)−1)
dtheta= (2∗ pi )/ ( f i l e i n f o (3)−1)
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) dr , d t h e t a ∗180. d0 /3.141592 d0 , f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3)
Vr bulk = 0 . d0
Vtheta bulk = 0 . d0
Vz bulk = 0 . d0
do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)
do j =1, f i l e i n f o (3)
! Find th e average in t h e t h e t a d i r e c t i o n
Vr bulk = Vr bulk+((Vr( i , j , k ) )∗ ( r ( i , j , k ) )∗ dr∗dtheta )/( p i ∗(Rt∗∗2. d0 ) )
Vtheta bulk = Vtheta bulk+((Vtheta ( i , j , k ) )∗ ( r ( i , j , k ) )∗ dr∗dtheta )/( p i ∗(Rt∗∗2. d0 ) )
Vz bulk = Vz bulk+((Vz( i , j , k ) )∗ ( r ( i , j , k ) )∗ dr∗dtheta )/( p i ∗(Rt∗∗2. d0 ) )
end do




do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)
do j =1, f i l e i n f o (3)
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) TKE( i , j , k )
s i g ( i , j , k ) = TKE( i , j , k )∗1 .96 d0/ sq r t (700 . d0 )




write (∗ ,∗ ) ”Bulk Ve loc i ty : ” , Vz bulk , P2
write (∗ ,∗ ) ”Reynolds Number : ” , ( Vz bulk ∗0.0127 d0 )/ (14 . 06 d0 ∗10. d0∗∗−6.d0 )
end subroutine Bulk ve l
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine bulk ( f i l e i n f o , r , Vr ave , Vtheta ave , Vz ave )
! c a l l b u l k ( f i l e i n f o , r , Vr ave , Vthe ta ave , Vz ave )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : e r r o r
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
real (kind=prec ) : : dr
real (kind=prec ) : : dtheta
real (kind=prec ) : : Vr bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : Vtheta bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : Vz bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : Rt
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : r
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : theta
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vr ave
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real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vtheta ave
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vz ave
e r r o r = 0.00000001 d0
pi = 3.14159265 d0





do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)−1
! Find th e average in t h e t h e t a d i r e c t i o n
! Vr ave ( i , k ) = Vr ave ( i , k ) + Vr( i , j , k )/ r e a l (Ny)
! V the t a ave ( i , k ) = Vthe ta ave ( i , k ) + Vtheta ( i , j , k )/ r e a l (Ny)
Vz bulk = Vz bulk+(0.5d0∗( Vz ave ( i , k)+Vz ave ( i +1,k ) )∗ ( p i ∗ ( ( r ( i +1, j , k ) )∗∗2 . d0−(r ( i , j , k ) )∗∗2 . d0 ) ) ) / ( p i ∗(Rt∗∗2. d0 ) )
end do
end do
write (∗ ,∗ ) ”Bulk Ve loc i ty : ” , Vz bulk
write (∗ ,∗ ) ”Reynolds Number : ” , ( Vz bulk ∗0.0127 d0 )/ (14 . 03 d0 ∗10. d0∗∗−6.d0 )
end subroutine bulk
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine swir l number ( f i l e i n f o , r , Vtheta ave , Vz ave , sw i r l )
! c a l l sw i r l number ( f i l e i n f o , Vr ave , Vthe ta ave , Vz ave , s w i r l )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k
integer : : l o c
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : sw i r l
real (kind=prec ) : : vtheta
real (kind=prec ) : : vz
real (kind=prec ) : : vt
real (kind=prec ) : : Ro
real (kind=prec ) : : up
real (kind=prec ) : : down
real (kind=prec ) : : Rt
real (kind=prec ) : : dr
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! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : r
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vtheta ave
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vz ave
vtheta = 0 . d0
vz = 0 . d0
do j =1, f i l e i n f o (4)
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)
i f ( Vtheta ave ( i , j )>=vtheta ) then
vtheta = Vtheta ave ( i , j )
vz = Vz ave ( i , j )
vt = vtheta∗ r ( i , j , 1 )




sw i r l = atan ( vtheta /vz )
sw i r l = ( vtheta /vz )
Ro = vz/vt
Rt = 6.35 d0
dr = Rt/( f i l e i n f o (2)−1)
up=0.d0
down=0.d0
do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)
! Find th e average in t h e t h e t a d i r e c t i o n
up = up+(Vtheta ave ( i , k )∗Vz ave ( i , k )∗ r ( i , 1 , k )∗∗2 . d0∗dr )
down = down+Rt∗( Vz ave ( i , k )∗∗2 . d0∗ r ( i , 1 , k )∗ dr )
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) V the t a ave ( i , k ) , Vz ave ( i , k ) , up , down
end do
end do
write (∗ ,∗ ) ” Swi r l number : ” , up/down , sw i r l
end subroutine swir l number
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine normal ize ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RSxy , RSxz , RSyz , RSxx , RSyy , RSzz , Vz bulk )
! c a l l norma l i z e ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RSxy , RSxz , RSyz , RSxx , RSyy , RSzz , Vz bu l k )
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implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : Vz bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : xmax
real (kind=prec ) : : ymax
real (kind=prec ) : : eps
! Dec lare Real a r ray s \
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : x , y , z
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vx , Vy , Vz
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : RSxy , RSxz , RSyz
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : RSxx , RSyy , RSzz
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : TKE
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : x dum , y dum , z dum
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vx dum , Vy dum , Vz dum
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : RSxy dum , RSxz dum , RSyz dum
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : RSxx dum , RSyy dum , RSzz dum
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : TKE dum
eps = 0.000000001d0
xmax = 6.35 d0
ymax = 6.35 d0
x dum = x
y dum = y
z dum = z
Vx dum = Vx
Vy dum = Vy
Vz dum = Vz
RSxy dum = RSxy
RSxz dum = RSxz
RSyz dum = RSyz
RSxx dum = RSxx
RSyy dum = RSyy
RSzz dum = RSzz
TKE dum = TKE
x = x dum/(xmax+eps )
y = y dum/(ymax+eps )
z = z dum/( z dum+eps )
Vx = Vx dum/( Vz bulk+eps )
Vy = Vy dum/( Vz bulk+eps )
Vz = Vz dum/( Vz bulk+eps )
RSxy = RSxy dum/( Vz bulk+eps )
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RSxz = RSxz dum/( Vz bulk+eps )
RSyz = RSyz dum/( Vz bulk+eps )
RSxx = RSxx dum/( Vz bulk+eps )
RSyy = RSyy dum/( Vz bulk+eps )
RSzz = RSzz dum/( Vz bulk+eps )
RSxy = RSxy dum/( Vz bulk+eps )
TKE = TKE dum/( Vz bulk+eps )
end subroutine normal ize
end module ar ray ana lyze
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Appendix D
Jet Downstream: Jet Center Fortran Code
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! !
! Programmed by : Brandon Wilson !
! Date : 14 Oct 2008 !
! Mod i f i ed by : Brandon Wilson !
! Date : 14 Oct 2008 !
! !
! V e r i f i e d w i th g f o r t r a n and i n t e l c omp i l e r s on CentOS 5 .2 !
! View README. t x t f i l e f o r usage i n s t r u c t i o n s !
! !
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
program j e t c e n t e r
use Prec i s ion Module
use Tecplot
use ar ray ana lyze
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
real (kind=prec ) : : dx , dy , dz
real (kind=prec ) : : x cent , y cent
real (kind=prec ) : : R
! Dec lare Real Arrays
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : Vx , Vy , Vz
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : RMSx, RMSy, RMSz
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : dVxdx , dVxdy , dVydx , dVydy , dVzdx , dVzdy
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : dVxdx2 , dVxdy2 , dVydx2 , dVydy2 , dVzdx2 , dVzdy2
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : ) : : x , y , z
! Dec lare Charac t e r s
character ( len=80) : : f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 , f6 , f7 , f8 , f9 , f10 , f11 , f12 , f13
! I n i t i a l i z e v a l u e s
R=6.35d0
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f13=”Re 4100 tot . dat”
! do i =1 ,4
! i f ( i==1) then
! I n i t i a l i z e f i l e n ame s
f 1 =”Re 4100 25D . dat” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
f 2 =”Re 4100 25D Vout . dat” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
f 3 =”Re 4100 25D TKE . dat” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
f 5 =”Re 2850 25D . dat” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
f 6 =”Re 2850 25D Vout . dat” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
f 7 =”Re 2850 25D TKE . dat” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
f 9 =”Re 900 25D . dat” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
f10=”Re 900 25D Vout . dat” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
f11=”Re 900 25D TKE . dat” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
! Obtain t h e s i z e o f t h e Tecp l o t array
ca l l s i z e t e c p l o t ( f1 , f i l e i n f o )
! De f ine t h e array s i z e s
Nx = f i l e i n f o (2 )
Ny = f i l e i n f o (3 )
Nz = f i l e i n f o (4 )
! A l l o c a t e t h e v e l o c i t y and p o s i t i o n array s i z e s
allocate (Vx(Nx, Ny, Nz) , Vy(Nx, Ny, Nz) , Vz(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (RMSx(Nx, Ny, Nz ) , RMSy(Nx, Ny, Nz) , RMSz(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (dVxdx(Nx, Ny , Nz) , dVxdy(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (dVydx(Nx, Ny , Nz) , dVydy(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (dVzdx(Nx, Ny, Nz) , dVzdy(Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate (dVxdx2(Nx, Ny, Nz) , dVxdy2(Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate (dVydx2(Nx, Ny, Nz) , dVydy2(Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate ( dVzdx2 (Nx, Ny, Nz ) , dVzdy2 (Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate ( x (Nx) , y (Ny) , z (Nz ) )
! e l s e i f ( i==2) then
! ! I n i t i a l i z e f i l e n ame s
! f 1 =”Re 4100 5D . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
! f 2 =”Re 4100 5D Vout . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
! f 3 =”Re 4100 5D TKE . dat ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
!
! f 5 =”Re 2850 5D . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
! f 6 =”Re 2850 5D Vout . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
! f 7 =”Re 2850 5D TKE . dat ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
!
! f 9 =”Re 900 5D . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
! f 10=”Re 900 5D Vout . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
! f 11=”Re 900 5D TKE . dat ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
!
! e l s e i f ( i==3) then
! ! I n i t i a l i z e f i l e n ame s
! f 1 =”Re 4100 1D . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
! f 2 =”Re 4100 1D Vout . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
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! f 3 =”Re 4100 1D TKE . dat ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
!
! f 5 =”Re 2850 1D . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
! f 6 =”Re 2850 1D Vout . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
! f 7 =”Re 2850 1D TKE . dat ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
!
! f 9 =”Re 900 1D . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
! f 10=”Re 900 1D Vout . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
! f 11=”Re 900 1D TKE . dat ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
!
! e l s e i f ( i==4) then
! ! I n i t i a l i z e f i l e n ame s
! f 1 =”Re 4100 1 5D . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
! f 2 =”Re 4100 1 5D Vout . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
! f 3 =”Re 4100 1 5D TKE . dat ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
!
! f 5 =”Re 2850 1 5D . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
! f 6 =”Re 2850 1 5D Vout . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
! f 7 =”Re 2850 1 5D TKE . dat ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
!
! f 9 =”Re 900 1 5D . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e v e l o c i t i e s coming in
! f 10=”Re 900 1 5D Vout . da t ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e e v e r y t h i n g go ing out
! f 11=”Re 900 1 5D TKE . dat ” ! Fi lename f o r t h e TKE coming in
!
! e n d i f
! Obtain t h e 3D data
ca l l read3d ( f1 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz)
! C a l c u l a t e dx , dy , and dz
ca l l c a l c d e l x (Nx, Ny , Nz , dx , dy , dz , x , y , z )
! c a l c u l a t e t h e d e r i v a t i v e s o f t h e v e l o c i t i e s
ca l l Vz rate (Nx , Ny , Nz , dx , dy , Vx , Vy , Vz , dVxdx , dVxdy , dVydx , dVydy , dVzdx , dVzdy)
! c a l c u l a t e t h e d e r i v a t i v e s o f t h e v e l o c i t i e s
ca l l Vz rate (Nx , Ny , Nz , dx , dy , dVzdx , dVzdy , dVxdy , dVxdx2 , dVxdy2 , dVydx2 , dVydy2 , dVzdx2 , dVzdy2 )
! c a l c u l a t e t h e average c en t e r based on the Center o f Vz ra t e
ca l l xy cente r (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cent , y cent , x , y , Vz)
ca l l write3d ( f13 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , dVzdx , dVzdy , dVzdx2 , dVzdy2 )
write (∗ ,∗ ) x cent , y cent
! Center t h e Re 4100 data
ca l l c en t e r a r r ay (Nx, Ny, Nz , x cent , y cent , R, dx , dy , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, f i l e i n f o , f1 , f2 , f 3 )
! Center t h e Re 4100 RMS data
! c a l l c e n t e r a r r a y (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cen t , y cen t , R, dx , dy , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , f i l e i n f o , f1 , f2 , f3 , f 4 )
! Center t h e Re 2850 data
ca l l c en t e r a r r ay (Nx, Ny, Nz , x cent , y cent , R, dx , dy , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, f i l e i n f o , f5 , f6 , f 7 )
! Center t h e Re 2850 RMS data
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! c a l l c e n t e r a r r a y (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cen t , y cen t , R, dx , dy , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , f i l e i n f o , f1 , f2 , f3 , f 4 )
! i f ( i==4) then
! e l s e
! Center t h e Re 900 data
ca l l c en t e r a r r ay (Nx, Ny, Nz , x cent , y cent , R, dx , dy , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, f i l e i n f o , f9 , f10 , f11 )
! e n d i f
! Center t h e Re 900 RMS data
! c a l l c e n t e r a r r a y (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cen t , y cen t , R, dx , dy , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , f i l e i n f o , f1 , f2 , f3 , f 4 )
! enddo
end program j e t c e n t e r
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! !
! Programmed by : Brandon Wilson !
! Date : 14 Oct 2008 !
! Mod i f i ed by : Brandon Wilson !






module ar ray ana lyze








! Sub rou t ine : Vz ra t e
! This s u b r ou t i n e t a k e s t h e d e r i v a t i v e o f t h e v e l o c i t y f i e l d w i th r e s p e c t to
! dx and dy .
!=============================
subroutine Vz rate (Nx , Ny , Nz , dx , dy , Vx , Vy , Vz , dVxdx , dVxdy , dVydx , dVydy , dVzdx , dVzdy)
! c a l l Vz ra t e (Nx , Ny , Nz , dx , dy , Vx , Vy , Vz , dVxdx , dVxdy , dVydx , dVydy , dVzdx , dVzdy )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
real (kind=prec ) : : dx , dy
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! Dec lare Real Arrays
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx ,Ny ,Nz) : : Vx , Vy , Vz
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx ,Ny ,Nz) : : dVxdx , dVxdy , dVydx , dVydy , dVzdx , dVzdy
! I n i t i a l i z e Arrays
dVzdx=0.d0
dVzdx=0.d0




dVxdx( i , j , k)=(−Vx( i +2, j , k )+8.d0∗Vx( i +1, j , k)−8.d0∗Vx( i −1, j , k)+Vx( i −2, j , k ) ) / ( 1 2 . d0∗dx )
dVydx( i , j , k)=(−Vy( i +2, j , k )+8.d0∗Vy( i +1, j , k)−8.d0∗Vy( i −1, j , k)+Vy( i −2, j , k ) ) / ( 1 2 . d0∗dx )








dVxdy( i , j , k)=(−Vx( i , j +2,k)+8.d0∗Vx( i , j +1,k)−8.d0∗Vx( i , j−1,k)+Vx( i , j−2,k ) ) / ( 1 2 . d0∗dy )
dVydy( i , j , k)=(−Vy( i , j +2,k)+8.d0∗Vy( i , j +1,k)−8.d0∗Vy( i , j−1,k)+Vy( i , j−2,k ) ) / ( 1 2 . d0∗dy )




end subroutine Vz rate
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine : x y c e n t e r
! This s u b r ou t i n e assumes t he d e r i v a t i v e a t t h e edge o f t h e v e l o c i t y p r o f i l e
! i s t h e l a r g e s t in t h e v e c t o r d e r i v a t i v e f i e l d . The two edge s o f t h e p r o f i l e
! are l o c a t e d and the c en t e r i s then c a l c u l a t e d . These c e n t e r s are averaged
! to g i v e t h e approx imate c en t e r o f t h e p r o f i l e .
!=============================
subroutine xy cente r (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cent , y cent , x , y , Vz)
! c a l l x y c e n t e r (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cen t , y cen t , x , y , Vz )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i , j , k , m, n
integer : : xmax1 , xmax2 , xmin , ymax1 , ymax2 , ymin
integer : : tx , ty
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
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real (kind=prec ) : : dx , dy
real (kind=prec ) : : max1 , max2 , min
real (kind=prec ) : : x cent , y cent
real (kind=prec ) : : x std , y s td
real (kind=prec ) : : x d i f f , y d i f f
real (kind=prec ) : : dVx , dVy
! Dec lare Real Arrays
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx) : : x
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Ny) : : y
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx) : : x mid
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Ny) : : y mid
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx ,Ny ,Nz) : : Vz









y s td =0.d0
x cent =0.d0
y cent =0.d0
! c a l c u l a t e t h e
do k=1,Nz
do j =25 ,50





dVx=Vz( i , j , k )
! Obtain min and max v a l u e s






dVx=Vz( i , j , k )
! Obtain min and max v a l u e s






do i=xmax1 , xmax2
dVx=Vz( i , j , k )
! Obtain min and max v a l u e s
i f (dVx<min) then
min=dVx
xmin=i
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) i , min
endif
end do
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) xmin , xmax1 , xmax2 , xmin
! d e f i n e t h e r ad i u s o f t h e j e t and f i n d c en t e r
i f ( (min>=1.d0 ) . and . ( min<=3.d0 ) ) then
tx=tx+1
x mid ( tx)=x(xmin )
! w r i t e (∗ , ’ ( 6 ( F13 . 6 , 1 x ) ) ’ ) min , x mid ( t x ) , tx , y ( j )
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) tx , j




ca l l c e n t e r s t a t s (Nx , tx , x cent , x std , x d i f f , x mid )
! c a l c u l a t e t h e
do k=1,Nz
do i =45 ,70





dVy=Vz( i , j , k )
! Obtain min and max v a l u e s






dVy=Vz( i , j , k )
! Obtain min and max v a l u e s






do j=ymax1 , ymax2
dVy=Vz( i , j , k )
! Obtain min and max v a l u e s





! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) xmin , xmax1 , xmax2 , xmin
! d e f i n e t h e r ad i u s o f t h e j e t and f i n d c en t e r
i f ( (min>=1.d0 ) . and . ( min<=3.d0 ) ) then
ty=ty+1
y mid ( ty)=y(ymin )
! w r i t e (∗ , ’ ( 6 ( F13 . 6 , 1 x ) ) ’ ) min , y mid ( t y ) , ty , x ( i )




ca l l c e n t e r s t a t s (Ny , ty , y cent , y std , y d i f f , y mid )
end subroutine xy cente r
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine r e c e n t e r
! This s u b r ou t i n e r e c e n t e r s x and y on the j e t c en t e r
!=============================
subroutine r e c en t e r (Nx , Ny , x cent , y cent , x , y )
! c a l l r e c e n t e r (Nx , Ny , x cen t , y cen t , x , y )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny
integer : : i
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
real (kind=prec ) : : x cent , y cent
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx ) : : x , x dummy





x ( i )=x dummy( i )−x cent
end do
do i =1,ny
y ( i )=y dummy( i )−y cent
end do
end subroutine r e c en t e r
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine wa l l mask
! This masks an area where t h e j e t w a l l i s .
! I t assumes t h e c en t e r o f x and y are a t z e ro .
!=============================
subroutine wall mask (Nx, Ny, Nz , R, dx , dy , x , y , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz)
! c a l l wa l l mask (Nx , Ny , Nz , R, dx , dy , x , y , Vx , Vy , Vz )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
real (kind=prec ) : : dx , dy
real (kind=prec ) : : R, x p i x e l s , y p i x e l s , R p ixe l s
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx ) : : x
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Ny ) : : y
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx , Ny , Nz) : : Vx , Vy , Vz




R p ixe l s=sq r t ( ( x ( i ) )∗∗2 . d0+(y ( j ) )∗∗2 . d0 )
i f ( R pixe l s>R) then
Vx( i , j , k )=0.d0
Vy( i , j , k )=0.d0
Vz( i , j , k )=0.d0
RMSx( i , j , k )=0.d0
RMSy( i , j , k )=0.d0






end subroutine wall mask
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine wa l l mask
! This masks an area where t h e j e t w a l l i s .
! I t assumes t h e c en t e r o f x and y are a t z e ro .
!=============================
subroutine c en t e r a r r ay (Nx, Ny, Nz , x cent , y cent , R, dx , dy , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, f i l e i n f o , f1 , f2 , f 3 )
! c a l l c e n t e r a r r a y (Nx , Ny , Nz , x cen t , y cen t , R, dx , dy , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, f i l e i n f o , f1 , f2 , f 3 )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
real (kind=prec ) : : dx , dy
real (kind=prec ) : : R, x cent , y cent
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx ) : : x
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Ny ) : : y
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nz ) : : z
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx ,Ny ,Nz) : : Vx , Vy , Vz
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx ,Ny ,Nz) : : RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, TKE
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx ,Ny ,Nz) : : dVxdx , dVxdy , dVydx , dVydy , dVzdx , dVzdy
! Dec lare Charac t e r s
character ( len=80) : : f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f 5
! Obtain t h e 3D data
ca l l read3d ( f3 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz)
! Obtain t h e 3D data
ca l l read3d ( f1 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz)
! Recenter t h e v e c t o r f i e l d around the new cen t e r
ca l l r e c en t e r (Nx , Ny , x cent , y cent , x , y )
! Create Mask f o r t h e area o u t s i d e t h e j e t w a l l
! c a l l wa l l mask (Nx , Ny , Nz , R, dx , dy , x , y , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz)
ca l l Bu lk ve l c a r t ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , Vx , Vy , Vz)
! C a l c u l a t e t h e Turbu l en t K ine t i c Energy
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ca l l TurbKE( f i l e i n f o , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, TKE)
! c a l c u l a t e t h e d e r i v a t i v e s o f t h e v e l o c i t i e s
ca l l Vz rate (Nx , Ny , Nz , dx , dy , Vx , Vy , Vz , dVxdx , dVxdy , dVydx , dVydy , dVzdx , dVzdy)
ca l l write3d ( f2 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, TKE)
! c a l l w r i t e 3d ( f3 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , dVxdx , dVydx , dVzdx )
! c a l l w r i t e 3d ( f4 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , dVxdy , dVydy , dVzdy )
! c a l l w r i t e 3d ( f2 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , dVxdx , dVydx , dVzdx , dVxdy , dVydy , dVzdy )
end subroutine c en t e r a r r ay
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine wa l l mask
! This masks an area where t h e j e t w a l l i s .
! I t assumes t h e c en t e r o f x and y are a t z e ro .
!=============================
subroutine c e n t e r s t a t s (Nx , tx , x cent , x std , x d i f f , x mid )
! c a l l c e n t e r s t a t s (Nx , tx , x cen t , x s t d , x d i f f , x mid )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i , j , k
integer : : tx , ty
integer : : maxit
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
real (kind=prec ) : : n s td
real (kind=prec ) : : x cent
real (kind=prec ) : : x s td
real (kind=prec ) : : x d i f f
! Dec lare Real Arrays
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx) : : x mid
real (kind=prec ) , dimension (Nx) : : x dummy




! Find th e average o f t h e c en t e r approx imat ion
do i =1, tx
x cent = x cent+x mid ( i )
end do
x cent=x cent / tx
! Find th e s tandard d e v i a t i o n o f t h e c en t e r approx imat ion
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do i =1, tx
x s td = x std+(x mid ( i )−x cent )∗∗2 . d0
end do
x std=sq r t ( x s td /( tx ) )
x dummy=0.d0
k=0
do i =1, tx
i f ( abs ( x mid ( i )−x cent)<=n std ∗ x std ) then
k=k+1
x dummy(k)=x mid ( i )
end i f
end do






x s td =0.d0
end i f
end do
! Write t h e mean and s tandard d e v i a t i o n
write (∗ ,∗ ) ”mean = ” , x cent
write (∗ ,∗ ) ” sigma = ” , x s td
end subroutine c e n t e r s t a t s
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine wa l l mask
! This masks an area where t h e j e t w a l l i s .
! I t assumes t h e c en t e r o f x and y are a t z e ro .
!=============================
subroutine TurbKE( f i l e i n f o , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, TKE)
! c a l l TurbKE( f i l e i n f o , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, TKE)
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Va r i a b l e s
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, TKE
do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do j =1, f i l e i n f o (3)
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do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2 )






! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine Bu lk ve l ca r t ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , Vx , Vy , Vz)
! c a l l B u l k v e l c a r t ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , Vx , Vy , Vz )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : e r r o r
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
real (kind=prec ) : : dx
real (kind=prec ) : : dy
real (kind=prec ) : : Vr bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : Vtheta bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : Vz bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : Rt
! Dec lare Real a r ray s
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : x
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : y
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vx
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vy
real (kind=prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vz
e r r o r = 0.00000001 d0
pi = 3.14159265 d0
Rt = 6.35 d0
dx = x(3 ,1 ,1)−x (4 , 1 , 1 )
dy = dx
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Vr bulk = 0 . d0
Vtheta bulk = 0 . d0
Vz bulk = 0 . d0
do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)
do j =1, f i l e i n f o (3)
! Find th e average in t h e t h e t a d i r e c t i o n
! Vr bu l k = Vr bu l k +(0.5 d0 ∗(Vr( i , j , k)+Vr( i +1, j , k ) )∗ ( 0 . 5 d0 ∗( r ( i , j , k)+r ( i +1, j , k ) ) )∗ dr∗ d t h e t a )/( p i ∗(Rt ∗∗2. d0 ) )
! V t h e t a b u l k = V t h e t a b u l k +(0.5 d0 ∗( Vtheta ( i , j , k)+Vtheta ( i +1, j , k ) )∗ ( 0 . 5 d0 ∗( r ( i , j , k)+r ( i +1, j , k ) ) )∗ dr∗ d t h e t a )/( p i ∗(Rt ∗∗2. d0 ) )
Vz bulk = Vz bulk+(Vz( i , j , k )∗ ( dx∗dy ) ) / ( p i ∗(Rt∗∗2. d0 ) )
end do
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) r ( i , 3 , k )
end do
end do
end subroutine Bu lk ve l ca r t
end module ar ray ana lyze
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
! !
! Programmed by : Brandon Wilson !
! Date : 14 Oct 2008 !
! Mod i f i ed by : Brandon Wilson !
! Date : 14 Oct 2008 !
! !
! V e r i f i e d w i th g f o r t r a n and i n t e l c omp i l e r s on CentOS 5 .2 !
! View README. t x t f i l e f o r usage i n s t r u c t i o n s !
! !
! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
program j e t c e n t e r
use Prec i s ion Module
use Tecplot
use ar ray ana lyze
use Fluent
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k ,m
integer : : Nx , Ny , Nz
integer : : i nc
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare Real s c a l a r s
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real (kind=prec ) : : dx , dy , dz
real (kind=prec ) : : x cent , y cent
real (kind=prec ) : : sw i r l
real (kind=prec ) : : Vz bulk
! Dec lare Real Arrays
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : ) : : Vr ave , Vtheta ave , Vz ave
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : ) : : RMSx ave , RMSy ave , RMSz ave
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : Vx , Vy , Vz
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : Vx2 , Vy2 , Vz2
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : RMSx, RMSy, RMSz
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : RMSx2, RMSy2, RMSz2
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : TKE
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : Vr , Vtheta , Vmag
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : Vr2 , Vtheta2
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : dVxdx , dVxdy , dVydx , dVydy , dVzdx , dVzdy
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : x , y , z
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : ) : : r , theta
real (kind=prec ) , allocatable , dimension ( : , : , : , : ) : : Vxful l , Vyful l , Vz fu l l
! Dec lare Charac t e r s
character ( len=80) : : f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 , f6 , f7 , f8 , f9 , f10 , f11 , f12 , f13 , f14
! I n i t i a l i z e f i l e n ame s
f 3=”Re 4100 25D Vout po lar or ig . dat”
Vz bulk = 4.03 d0
inc=40
! Obtain t h e s i z e o f t h e Tecp l o t array
ca l l s i z e c i r c l e t e c p l o t ( f3 , f i l e i n f o )
! De f ine t h e array s i z e s
Nx = f i l e i n f o (2 )
Ny = f i l e i n f o (3 )
Nz = f i l e i n f o (4 )
f i l e i n f o (1) = Nx∗Ny∗Nz
write (∗ ,∗ ) f i l e i n f o (1 ) , Nx , Ny , Nz
! A l l o c a t e t h e v e l o c i t y and p o s i t i o n array s i z e s
allocate (Vx(Nx, Ny, Nz) , Vy(Nx, Ny, Nz) , Vz(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (Vx2(Nx, Ny, Nz ) , Vy2(Nx, Ny, Nz ) , Vz2(Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate (RMSx(Nx, Ny, Nz ) , RMSy(Nx, Ny, Nz) , RMSz(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (RMSx2(Nx, Ny, Nz ) , RMSy2(Nx, Ny, Nz) , RMSz2(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (TKE(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (dVxdx(Nx, Ny , Nz) , dVxdy(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (dVydx(Nx, Ny , Nz) , dVydy(Nx, Ny, Nz ) )
allocate (dVzdx(Nx, Ny, Nz) , dVzdy(Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate ( x (Nx, Ny , Nz) , y (Nx , Ny , Nz) , z (Nx , Ny , Nz ) )
allocate (Vr(Nx, Ny , Nz) , Vtheta (Nx , Ny , Nz) , Vmag(Nx,Ny,Nz ) )
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allocate (Vr2 (Nx, Ny, Nz ) , Vtheta2 (Nx, Ny , Nz ) )
allocate ( Vr ave (Nx, Nz ) , Vtheta ave (Nx, Nz ) , Vz ave (Nx, Nz ) )
allocate (RMSx ave (Nx, Nz ) , RMSy ave (Nx, Nz ) , RMSz ave (Nx , Nz ) )
allocate ( r (Nx , Ny , Nz) , theta (Nx , Ny , Nz ) )
allocate ( Vxfu l l (4 ,Nx , Ny , Nz ) , Vy fu l l (4 ,Nx , Ny , Nz) , Vz fu l l (4 ,Nx , Ny , Nz ) )
do m=1,4
i f (m==1)then
! I n i t i a l i z e f i l e n ame s
f 1=”Re 4100 1 5D Vout polar . dat”
f2=”Re 4100 V ave . dat”
f3=”Re 4100 1 5D Vout po lar or ig . dat”
f5=”Re 4100 Vr des . dat”
f6=”Re 4100 Vtheta des . dat”
f7=”Re 4100 . dat”
f8=”Re 4100 1 5D f luent . txt ”
f9=”Re 4100 . dat”
f10=”Re 4100 1 5D f luent ave . txt ”
f11=”Re 4100 1 5D Vout polar ave . dat”
f12=”Re 4100 dVdyout . dat”
f13=”Re 4100 1 5D Vout polar norm . dat”
f14=”Re 4100 1 5D Vout po lar sphere . dat”
e l s e i f (m==2)then
! I n i t i a l i z e f i l e n ame s
f 1=”Re 4100 1D Vout polar . dat”
f2=”Re 4100 V ave . dat”
f3=”Re 4100 1D Vout po lar or ig . dat”
f5=”Re 4100 Vr des . dat”
f6=”Re 4100 Vtheta des . dat”
f7=”Re 4100 . dat”
f8=”Re 4100 1D f luent . txt ”
f9=”Re 4100 . dat”
f10=”Re 4100 1D f luent ave . txt ”
f11=”Re 4100 1D Vout polar ave . dat”
f12=”Re 4100 dVdyout . dat”
f13=”Re 4100 1D Vout polar norm . dat”
f14=”Re 4100 1D Vout polar sphere . dat”
e l s e i f (m==3)then
! I n i t i a l i z e f i l e n ame s
f 1=”Re 4100 5D Vout polar . dat”
f2=”Re 4100 V ave . dat”
f3=”Re 4100 5D Vout po lar or ig . dat”
f5=”Re 4100 Vr des . dat”
f6=”Re 4100 Vtheta des . dat”
f7=”Re 4100 . dat”
f8=”Re 4100 5D f luent . txt ”
f9=”Re 4100 . dat”
f10=”Re 4100 5D f luent ave . txt ”
f11=”Re 4100 5D Vout polar ave . dat”
f12=”Re 4100 dVdyout . dat”
f13=”Re 4100 5D Vout polar norm . dat”
f14=”Re 4100 5D Vout polar sphere . dat”
e l s e i f (m==4)then
! I n i t i a l i z e f i l e n ame s
f 1=”Re 4100 25D Vout polar . dat”
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f 2=”Re 4100 V ave . dat”
f3=”Re 4100 25D Vout po lar or ig . dat”
f5=”Re 4100 Vr des . dat”
f6=”Re 4100 Vtheta des . dat”
f7=”Re 4100 . dat”
f8=”Re 4100 25D f luent . txt ”
f9=”Re 4100 . dat”
f10=”Re 4100 25D f luent ave . txt ”
f11=”Re 4100 25D Vout polar ave . dat”
f12=”Re 4100 dVdyout . dat”
f13=”Re 4100 25D Vout polar norm . dat”
f14=”Re 4100 25D Vout polar sphere . dat”
endif
ca l l read3d ( f3 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, TKE)
ca l l c a r t t r a n s s p h e r e l o c (Nx , Ny , Nz , x , y , r , theta )








ca l l s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t l o c (Nx , Ny , Nz , x , y , r , theta )
ca l l s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t v e l (Nx , Ny , Nz , theta , Vx , Vy , Vr , Vtheta )
z ( : , : , : ) = 0 . d0
ca l l wri te3dsphere ( f1 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz)
ca l l wri te3dsphere ( f14 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz)
ca l l f l u en t3dsphe r e ( f8 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, TKE)
ca l l a v g p r o f i l e (Nx , Ny , Nz , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , Vr ave , Vtheta ave , Vz ave )
ca l l a v g p r o f i l e (Nx , Ny , Nz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, RMSx ave , RMSy ave , RMSz ave )
ca l l wr i t e t e x t ( f2 , f i l e i n f o , r , Vr ave , Vtheta ave , Vz ave )




Vr2 ( i , j , k ) = Vr ave ( i , k )
Vtheta2 ( i , j , k ) = Vtheta ave ( i , k )
Vz2( i , j , k ) = Vz ave ( i , k )
RMSx2( i , j , k ) = RMSx ave ( i , k )
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RMSy2( i , j , k ) = RMSy ave ( i , k )




! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) ’ here ’ , x ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) , y ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) , Vz (1 , 1 , 1 )
ca l l s p h e r e t r a n s c a r t v e l (Nx , Ny , Nz , theta , Vx2 , Vy2 , Vr2 , Vtheta2 )
ca l l wri te3dsphere ( f11 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx2 , Vy2 , Vz2 , RMSx2, RMSy2, RMSz2)
ca l l f l u en t3dsphe r e ( f10 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx2 , Vy2 , Vz2 , RMSx2, RMSy2, RMSz2 , TKE)
! c a l l w r i t e 3 d s ph e r e ( f10 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx2 , Vy2 , Vz2 , RMSx2 , RMSy2 , RMSz2 , TKE)
! c a l l sw i r l number ( f i l e i n f o , r , Vthe ta ave , Vz ave , s w i r l )
! c a l l B u l k v e l ( f i l e i n f o , r , t h e t a , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , Vz bu l k )
! c a l l b u l k ( f i l e i n f o , r , Vr ave , Vthe ta ave , Vz ave )
write (∗ ,∗ ) Vz (1 , 1 , 1 ) , Vx(1 , 1 , 1 ) , Vy(1 , 1 , 1 )
ca l l avg ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , Vz bulk )
ca l l avgcenter ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz)
ca l l ha l fw idth ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , Vz bulk )
ca l l t e n t h i n t e r i o r ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , Vz bulk )
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) m, RMSz(2 , 2 , 1 ) , Vz bu lk , x (15 ,15 ,1 )
! c a l l norma l i z e ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, TKE, Vz bu l k )
ca l l normal ize ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, TKE, Vz bulk )
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) RMSz(2 , 2 , 1 ) , x (15 ,15 ,1 )
! c a l l w r i t e 3 d s ph e r e ( f13 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz, TKE)
ca l l wri te3dsphere ( f14 , f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vr , Vtheta , Vz , RMSx, RMSy, RMSz)
write (∗ ,∗ ) ’ here ’ , x ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) , y ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) , Vz (1 , 1 , 1 )
Vxfu l l (m, : , : , : ) = Vx ( : , : , : )
Vy fu l l (m, : , : , : ) = Vy ( : , : , : )
Vz fu l l (m, : , : , : ) = Vz ( : , : , : )
enddo
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end program j e t c e n t e r
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module ar ray ana lyze








! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine avgcenter ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz)
! c a l l a v g c en t e r ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k , m
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : Vcenter
real (kind=prec ) : : A
real (kind=prec ) : : Rm
real (kind=prec ) : : eps
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
! Dec lare Real a r ray s \
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : x , y , z , r
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vx , Vy , Vz
pi = 3.14159265 d0
r ( : , : , : )= sq r t (x ( : , : , : ) ∗ ∗ 2 . d0+y ( : , : , : ) ∗ ∗ 2 . d0 )





do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)
do j =1, f i l e i n f o (3)
do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
i f ( r ( i , j , k)<=Rm) then
m=m+1





write (∗ ,∗ ) m, ’ Vcenter =’ , Vcenter /m
end subroutine avgcenter
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine ha l fw idth ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , Vz bulk )
! c a l l h a l f w i d t h ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k , m
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : Vcenter , Vz bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : A
real (kind=prec ) : : Rm
real (kind=prec ) : : Vm
real (kind=prec ) : : eps
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
! Dec lare Real a r ray s \
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : x , y , z , r
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vx , Vy , Vz
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vzdum
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : rmin
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (4 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 1 ) ) : : r ave
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : rave
integer , dimension ( f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : n
p i = 3.14159265 d0
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r ( : , : , : )= sq r t (x ( : , : , : ) ∗ ∗ 2 . d0+y ( : , : , : ) ∗ ∗ 2 . d0 )
r ave = 0 . d0
Rm=0.5d0




do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do j =1, f i l e i n f o (3)
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) x ( i , j , k ) , r ( i , j , k ) , Vz ( i , j , k )
! i f ( r ( i , j , k)>Rm) then
! r ( i , j , k )=1000000. d0
! Vz ( i , j , k )=10000. d0
! e n d i f
i f (Vzdum( i , j , k)<=Vm) then
r ( i , j , k )=0.00000001d0





do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (3)




do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (3)
rave (k)=rave (k)+rmin ( i , k )/ f i l e i n f o (3 )
enddo
write (∗ ,∗ ) ’ ha l fw idth ’ , rave (k )
enddo
end subroutine ha l fw idth
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine t e n t h i n t e r i o r ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , Vz bulk )
! c a l l t e n t h i n t e r i o r ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz )
implicit none
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! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k , m
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : Vcenter , Vz bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : A
real (kind=prec ) : : Rm
real (kind=prec ) : : Vm
real (kind=prec ) : : eps
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
! Dec lare Real a r ray s \
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : x , y , z , r
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vx , Vy , Vz
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vzdum
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : rmin
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (4 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 1 ) ) : : r ave
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : rave
integer , dimension ( f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : n
p i = 3.14159265 d0
r ( : , : , : )= sq r t (x ( : , : , : ) ∗ ∗ 2 . d0+y ( : , : , : ) ∗ ∗ 2 . d0 )
r ave = 0 . d0
Rm=0.5d0




do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do j =1, f i l e i n f o (3)
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)
! w r i t e (∗ ,∗ ) x ( i , j , k ) , r ( i , j , k ) , Vz ( i , j , k )
! i f ( r ( i , j , k)>Rm) then
! r ( i , j , k )=1000000. d0
! Vz ( i , j , k )=10000. d0
! e n d i f
i f (Vzdum( i , j , k)<=Vm) then
r ( i , j , k )=100000000. d0





do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (3)





do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do i =1, f i l e i n f o (3)
rave (k)=rave (k)+rmin ( i , k )/ f i l e i n f o (3 )
enddo
write (∗ ,∗ ) ’ t e n t h i n t e r i o r ’ , rave (k )
enddo
end subroutine t e n t h i n t e r i o r
!=============================================================================================
! Subrou t ine to conve r t x and y i n t o r and t h e t a coords
!=============================
subroutine avg ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , Vz bulk )
! c a l l avg ( f i l e i n f o , x , y , z , Vx , Vy , Vz , Vz bu l k )
implicit none
! Dec lare I n t e g e r Arrays
integer , dimension (4 ) : : f i l e i n f o
! Dec lare I n t e g e r s
integer : : i , j , k , m
! Dec lare Real Va r i a b l e s
real (kind=prec ) : : Vcenter
real (kind=prec ) : : Vz bulk
real (kind=prec ) : : A
real (kind=prec ) : : Rm
real (kind=prec ) : : e r r o r
real (kind=prec ) : : p i
real (kind=prec ) : : dy
real (kind=prec ) : : dx
! Dec lare Real a r ray s \
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : x , y , z , r , theta
real ( prec ) , dimension ( f i l e i n f o (2 ) , f i l e i n f o (3 ) , f i l e i n f o ( 4 ) ) : : Vx , Vy , Vz
pi = 3.14159265 d0




e r r o r = 0.00000001 d0
do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
do j =1, f i l e i n f o (3)
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do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)
! d e f i n e t h e r a d i a l component
r ( i , j , k ) = sq r t (x ( i , j , k )∗∗2 . d0+y( i , j , k )∗∗2 . d0 )
! d e f i n e t h e t h e t a component
! 1 s t Quadrant
i f ( ( x ( i , j , k)>=0.d0 ) . and . ( y ( i , j , k)>=0.d0 ) ) then
theta ( i , j , k ) = atan ( ( y ( i , j , k ) ) / ( ( x ( i , j , k))+ e r r o r ) )
! 2nd Quadrant
e l s e i f ( ( x ( i , j , k)<0.d0 ) . and . ( y ( i , j , k)>=0.d0 ) ) then
theta ( i , j , k ) = atan ( ( y ( i , j , k ) ) / ( x ( i , j , k)+ e r r o r ))+ pi
! 3 rd Quadrant
e l s e i f ( ( x ( i , j , k)<0.d0 ) . and . ( y ( i , j , k)<0.d0 ) ) then
theta ( i , j , k ) = atan ( ( y ( i , j , k ) ) / ( ( x ( i , j , k))+ e r r o r ))+ pi
! 4 th Quadrant
e l s e i f ( ( x ( i , j , k)>=0.d0 ) . and . ( y ( i , j , k)<0.d0 ) ) then





do i =1, f i l e i n f o (2)−1
do j =1, f i l e i n f o (3)−1
do k=1, f i l e i n f o (4 )
i f ( r ( i , j , k)<=Rm) then
!m=m+1
i f ( i==1)then
dx=abs ( r ( i , j , k)−r ( i +1, j , k ) )
e l s e i f ( i==f i l e i n f o ( 2 ) ) then
dx=abs ( r ( i −1, j , k)−r ( i , j , k ) )
else
dx=abs ( ( r ( i −1, j , k)−r ( i +1, j , k ) ) / 2 . d0 )
endif
i f ( j==1)then
dy=abs ( theta ( i , j , k)− theta ( i , j +1,k ) )
e l s e i f ( j==f i l e i n f o ( 3 ) ) then
dy=abs ( theta ( i , j−1,k)− theta ( i , j , k ) )
else
dy=abs ( ( theta ( i , j−1,k)− theta ( i , j +1,k ) ) / 2 . d0 )
endif





write (∗ ,∗ ) ’Vavg =’ , Vcenter /( Vz bulk∗A)
end subroutine avg
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end module ar ray ana lyze
